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The Innovation and Performance Commission has prepared this report detailing the progress of 
the Innovation Fund’s two-year pilot. This report highlights the projects funded through the 
Innovation Fund, metrics, successes and failures, and lessons learned. This report also details the 
Innovation Fund’s process and how the Commission transitioned this pilot into a stable program 
within the City.
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SUMMARY

jjpjiTS'The Innovation and Performance Commission (IPC) is pleased to 
report on the progress of the Innovation Fund to the Mayor and City 
Council. This report serves as the two-year pilot report for the 
Innovation Fund, as requested by the City Council (C.F. 14-0600-S49; 
Council action of September 19, 2014).
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In November 2014, the Innovation and Performance Commission (IPC) 
was tasked with undertaking an exciting, new, and experimental pilot 
program, the Innovation Fund (IF), a $1 million fund designed to 
provide one-time funds to City departments to test new ideas that could 
make the City function better. Over the course of the pilot period, over 
13 departments received funding to implement pilot projects focused on 
improving the quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of City services in a 
manner that is tangible and cost-effective.
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Overall, the IF pilot has been a success. The data provided within this 
document emphasize how the IF created and nurtured a culture of 
continuous improvement, promoting the notion that change can come 
from anyone at any level in any department, bureau, commission, or 
office of the City. A few IF highlights include:

> Pilot period: November 2014 - June 2016
> $1,980,123 of IF monies recommended by IPC
> $1,859,123 of IF monies awarded
> Over 430 IF submissions received
> Over 20 IF submissions funded
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Innovation Fund - History and Purpose
Formerly known as the Productivity Incentive Revolving Fund (PIRF), the IPC’s Innovation Fund 
(IF) was established in November 2014. The PIRF was a loan program designed to encourage and 
fund departmental process improvement projects that would improve municipal service delivery and 
increase the City’s General Fund revenues by at least twice the value of the loan over a three year 
period. In 2014, Mayor Eric Garcetti’s 2014-15 Proposed Budget increased the PIRF from $500,000 
to $1.1 million and renamed it the Innovation Fund. The goal of the IF is to expediently and 
transparently fund and/or seed qualified innovative initiatives, proposals, competitions, and/or 
micro-projects that will tangibly and cost-effectively transform and improve the provision of services 
by the City of Los Angeles. The budget for the IF was set at $1,100,000; with $1,000,000 allocated 
to fund IF project ideas and $100,000 allocated to staff support for the City Administrative Officer 
(CAO) for exclusive use by the IPC and the IF.

Ideas submitted to the IF are recommended for funding by the IPC if they meet the following 
criteria:

• Is the idea innovative and original?
• Does the idea support greater efficiencies?
• Does the idea emphasize priority outcomes and quality of life?
• Is the idea feasible and measureable?

The IF is designed to provide one-time funding for ideas that can transform City services, or for pilot 
projects that could be funded on an ongoing basis by City departments. The IF does not provide 
funds for ongoing departmental operations or to fill budgetary gaps.

The goal of the IPC is to review ideas expeditiously and on a rolling basis. There is no deadline for 
IF submissions; ideas are reviewed on a first-come, first-served basis. Additionally, the IPC strives 
to consider even those ideas which may not have all elements of a proposal in place. The 
Commission has purposely designed a flexible application form to encourage more submissions, 
rather than inhibit innovative ideas coming from submitters.
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Innovation Fund Submissions - By Department

Number of 
Submissions 

Funded
Number of 

SubmissionsDepartment
Animal Services 1 0
Building and Safety 5 0
City Administrative Officer 10 0
City Attorney 3 0
City Clerk 3 0
Controller 13 1
Cultural Affairs 1 0
Economic and Workforce Development 1 0
El Pueblo 1 1
Emergency Management 4 0

Finance 3 0
Fire 13 4
General Services 31 0
Housing and Community Investment 3 0
Information Technology Agency 24 1
Library 2 0
Mayor 13 3
Neighborhood Empowerment 2 1
Personnel 33 3
Planning 1 0
Police 22 2
Public Works - Board 14 3
Public Works - Contract Administration 8 0
Public Works - Engineering 3 1
Public Works - Sanitation 18 0
Public Works - Street Lighting 1 0
Public Works - Street Services 7 1
Recreation and Parks 14 0
Transportation 19 2
Zoo 1 0
Airports 6 0
Water and Power 10 1
LA RiverWorks 6 0
N/A 137 0



Innovation Fund - The Process
In November 2014, the Innovation and Performance Commission (IPC) launched the Innovation 
Fund, a $1.1 million fund created to provide one-time funds to City departments to test new ideas 
that could make the City work better. As written, the Innovation Fund was intended to create a 
culture of continuous improvement within the City through innovation, productivity, and performance 
measurement. This culture included creating an environment that encouraged City employees to 
think out of the box and transition their know-how, experience, and perspective into ideas that could 
help the City provide its services more efficiently, and provide direct funding to impacted 
departments. The implementation of the Innovation Fund, as mighty as it was, seemed simple in 
theory, but was more difficult in practice. Through trial and error, the IPC has learned the intricacies 
of facilitating the Innovation Fund in a manner that serves the best interests of the submitter, funded 
departments, and the City as a whole. Working with the Office of the Mayor, Council District Offices, 
and the Office of the City Administrative Officer (CAO), the framework for the Innovation Fund was 
developed. This framework included addressing the following questions:

Who is eligible to submit ideas?

How will submissions be received?

How will the Innovation Fund be marketed to ensure maximum exposure?

What does the criteria for submitted ideas look like?

How will ideas be vetted?

How will the Commission transition the idea into a pilot?

How will funds be transferred?

How will the Commission track success?

Who will be responsible for the work needed to accomplish the goals of the Innovation 
Fund?

After the Innovation Fund first launched, the IPC was taken aback by the overwhelming response 
by City employees. In order to get the Innovation Fund up and running, a Google Form was set up 
to manage the submission flow. Once an idea was submitted via the Google Form, the idea would 
be automatically added to a spreadsheet. Hundreds of submissions poured in and the IPC realized 
that additional support staff and a dedicated system of technology were required to better manage 
the influx of submissions. In addition, there was no precedence set for how these ideas should be 
presented to Council for approval of funding. In February 2015, the IPC and CAO transmitted the 
first set of Innovation Fund recommendations, for approval of funding of eight Innovation Fund 
ideas. This report included the Innovation Fund idea, the problem it was trying to solve, and the cost 
for each proposed idea. When presented to the Council Committee, it was clear that a more 
thorough vetting of the ideas was needed, and each idea should include success measurements, 
implementation details, a timeline, post-pilot costs, budget impacts, and necessary departmental 
support. Though seven of these first eight ideas were approved for funding, it was clear the IPC had 
to restructure its strategy.
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In April 2015, a Project Coordinator was hired to support the IPC and the Innovation Fund. The IPC 
worked closely with the Project Coordinator to set up a system to:

Review and distribute Innovation Fund ideas to the IPC;

Vet feasible Innovation Fund ideas;

Track the Commission’s scoring of and comments on feasible Innovation Fund ideas;

Coordinate with the submitter, City Departments, and CAO staff to ensure relevant 
information is provided for each submission and details are available when the item is 
scheduled for action by the IPC;

Prepare funding recommendation reports for City Council and Mayoral approval; and

Track spending, cost savings, and progress of each funded Innovation Fund item.

Even with support staff and a new process in place, the IPC realized that it was not fully maximizing 
its potential to review and advance Innovation Fund items. At its July 2015 meeting, the IPC voted 
to form the Innovation Fund Committee, a standing committee that would drive the initial review of 
idea submissions and place them in the following categories:

1 - No Further Review

2 - Potential Funding Opportunity - Request More Information from General Manager (GM)

3 - Ready for Full Commission Review and Scoring

4 - Not Appropriate for Review but Will Include Idea in Notes for GM for Further Ideation

5 - Incorporated into Other Proposal

A new, more streamlined approach for the submission process was developed that would allow the 
IPC to work more effectively and efficiently in vetting, advancing, and/or closing out Innovation Fund 
items. That process is as follows:

Employee submits the idea, which is populated in a spreadsheet.

Project Coordinator prepares each submission for review by the Innovation Fund 
Committee.

After Innovation Fund Committee review, the Project Coordinator works with the relevant 
department’s General Manager and CAO budget analyst to determine cost, implementation, 
and feasibility and prepares submissions for full Commission review.

At the following IPC meeting, the full Commission analyzes and votes on whether to 
recommend the idea for funding.

If the idea is recommended for funding, the idea is then transmitted to City Council and 
Mayor for approval.
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After this process was implemented, the Commission was able to review and categorize every 
submission received. As of June 2016, the Innovation Fund Committee reviewed over 400 
submissions and the IPC has provided recommendations for funding for 27 submissions. The 
Council and Mayor have approved funding for 23 of those submissions for a funding total of over 
$1.8 million.

The IPC also had an opportunity to pilot a loan program within the Innovation Fund. A total of 
$500,000 in Special Revenue Parking Funds (SPRF) were allocated to the Innovation Fund to be 
loaned out for any idea that relates to parking. The IPC received one submission that qualified, El 
Pueblo - Parking Automation. The IPC, through the SPRF Innovation Fund allotment, 
recommended $350,000 for this pilot. Funds were to be repaid to the Innovation Fund in $70,000 
increments over five years. The IPC is working with El Pueblo now regarding the first repayment. If 
the El Pueblo loan is added to the overall amount distributed through the Innovation Fund, 
$2,209,123 has been provided through the Innovation Fund.

Contingent with receiving Innovation Fund monies, each department was required to:

a. Separately track all encumbrances and expenditures of Innovation Fund monies so that 
unspent funds can be returned to the Innovation Fund at the end of the Fiscal Year; and

b. Report to the Innovation and Performance Commission with an accounting of the funds, the 
lessons learned, and any obstacles faced.

The next section of this report outlines each funded pilot’s outcomes, sustainability, true cost, 
cost/time savings, and lessons learned through the Innovation Fund’s pilot period. Though the IPC 
has requested and required all funded departments provide metric data on their pilot, as of the 
submission of this report, some departments have yet to provide that requested information. These 
omissions have been included in this report.
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Innovation Fund - Funded Pilots

MyPayLA - Office of the Controller 
$35,000
December 4, 2014 
April 14, 2015

What IF: Payroll Information at Your Fingertips. The City should develop “MyPayLA”, a mobile 
payroll viewing app. A mobile app will be simpler to use and provide easy access to key 
information, such as:
• Gross and net pay
• Deductions
• Leave balances
Additionally, copies of current and prior paystubs as well as W-2’s will also become available for 
future reference, printing and email.
Unlike the limitations faced when viewing pay stubs on City computers, a payroll app offers the 
flexibility to access information anytime and from anywhere in a much more user-friendly interface, 
offering greater convenience for the users. The paycheck information will be available on Friday 
prior to payday therefore it is anticipated that many employees will view their paycheck information 
over the weekend using MyPayLA, thus reducing the need to access it at work. Even if employees 
use MyPayLA at work, its simplicity and ease of use compared to the current process will reduce 
the time it takes to access pay information. It is anticipated that MyPayLA will not only save paper 
and printing costs but will also create significant value for the City and its team members by 
improving efficiency of the current process and eliminating unnecessary waste of scarce human 
talent and energy.

Pilot Name: 
Funding Amount: 
Date Received: 
Date Funded:

Expenditures: $35,000 was paid to Capriza for licensing fees.

Pilot Outcomes: The Office of the Controller has developed a mobile payroll viewing application 
that is currently being used by approximately 10,200 unique users, which represents about 36 
percent of the total number of City employees. Currently, there is no capability to track the number 
of employees and/or instances of access to paycheck stubs through City computers. However, from 
August 2015 through June 2016, there were 7,082 unique users that accessed MyPayLA 32,678 
times to view 190,008 pay stubs. For the same time period, there were 3,212 users that accessed 
10,895 IRS W-2 forms. The pilot program will only be sustainable if the ongoing cost of $35,000 is 
provided for the annual Capriza license. Funding for future years will be requested as part of the 
regular budget process. The Controller is working on a campaign to promote the mobile app to 
reach out to additional City employees and increase usage.

Lesson Learned: The notification during the initial rollout resulted in approximately 10,200 
downloads of the MyPayLA mobile app from August 2015 through October 2016. However, City 
employees who do not have email accounts are unable to use the MyPayLA app. City employees 
with Windows mobile phones are also unable to use the MyPayLA app because Capriza currently 
only supports iOS and Android platforms. As indicated above, the Controller is working on a 
campaign to promote the mobile app to reach out to additional City employees and increase usage.

Total Cost: $35,000 00



Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Can I Park Here - Department of Transportation (DOT)
$60,000
November 30, 2014 
April 14, 2015

What IF: Revolutionize the parking experience in the City of Los Angeles by creating new, clear 
and innovative parking signs that make it easy for the public to understand. We can potentially 
incorporate technology such a number to text, or display a red/green light to let the public know 
whether or not they can park there.

Expenditures: $0. Staff time spent on the project thus far has been charged to the Special Parking 
Revenue Fund in order to use the Innovation Fund monies for purchasing the technology solution 
and consultants.

Pilot Outcomes: The project is still on-going because as technology has evolved, so has the 
solution. Initially, DOT was working on developing text message capability to let the user know if 
they can park at a specific location. Working with DOT’S parking meter manufacturer, DOT has now 
identified a Bluetooth solution where one can simply approach the meter and the information comes 
up on the user’s smartphone using an app. The app also allows the user the option to pay the meter 
using the smartphone and offers a timer so the user can avoid getting a parking ticket.

DOT negotiated the terms of the contract to purchase the Bluetooth solution primarily using the 
Innovation Fund grant. It is anticipated that the contract will be executed by the Department of 
General Services (GSD) in the coming weeks. Deployment of the technology in the field would 
begin immediately thereafter.

DOT staff is also working on redesigning the parking signs. The first phase of the project was 
completed and installed on Main Street and Spring Street. The second phase, which is intended to 
create signs that can replace existing regulatory signs, is anticipated to be complete prior to the end 
of the 2016-17 fiscal year as additional staff is hired. DOT received feedback on the first phase of 
the signs and the responses were very favorable with over 75% of the respondents supportive of 
the new signs. There was a strong correlation by age, with younger people favoring the new signs 
versus older people gravitating to the traditional signs. DOT is currently analyzing the parking 
citation data to see if the signage had an impact on citation issuance. If the data supports reduced 
confusion, DOT can deploy the signs in additional areas in addition to the regulatory signs. The 
signs have currently only been deployed in Downtown Los Angeles. DOT is currently analyzing the 
parking citation and meter revenue data. Assuming the numbers are favorable, the next phase of 
deployment would include Hollywood.

Lesson Learned: Some criticism of the first phase was focused on the size of the signage text not 
being clearly visible from the car. In addition, there have been a couple of challenges that delayed 
the project. The first one is the loss of staff necessary to implement the project. With the staffing 
shortage, progress was slowed as resources were concentrated on delivering core services. The 
second reason for delay was the continuing evolution of technology. While developing the 
technology solution based on text messaging, DOT came across the next generation of technology 
using Bluetooth which is now its proposed solution.

Total Cost: Unknown.
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Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Automated Inspection Units - Department of Water and Power (DWP) 
$5,000
January 26, 2015 
April 14, 2015

What IF: The use of drones to inspect penstocks and insulators on power poles. It will cut the cost 
of man power and increase safety.

Expenditures: N/A

Pilot Outcomes: N/A

Lesson Learned: N/A

Total Cost: Unknown

Please Note: The IPC has reached out to the Department on numerous occasions to receive 
feedback on the pilot. The last update from the department was in July 2016, where the Department 
stated that a vendor had been selected to acquire the inspection units but that the purchase had not 
been made. The IPC has not received any further information. The last attempts made to obtain an 
update on the status of the pilot were in November 2016, December 2016, and January 2017.
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Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Nurse Practitioner Response Unit (NPRU) - LAFD 
$245,000
November 24, 2015 
April 14, 2016

What IF: What if Angelenos who call 911 with low acuity complaints could be safely evaluated, 
treated, and released without ever having to set foot in an emergency room? By placing the most 
innovative, compact, and portable technology in the hands of a Nurse Practitioner who responds on 
a specially designated Los Angeles Fire Department ambulance, we would have the potential to 
transform how healthcare is provided to the citizens of Los Angeles. Through this pioneering 
approach the “emergency room is brought to the patient” to provide convenient yet comprehensive 
care, including linkage to close medical follow-up and community resources.

Expenditures:
• $47,250.26 - Salaries General
• $52,471.17 - Overtime Variable Staffing
• $25,000 - Contractual Services

Pilot Outcomes: The primary goal of the Nurse Practitioner Response Unit pilot project was to 
assess the safety and efficacy of a mobile team composed of a nurse practitioner and a 
firefighter/paramedic to attend to low acuity 911-callers and 911-frequent users in the pre-hospital 
setting, offer on-scene treatment and release, and referral to additional services. Data was obtained 
through retrospective review of LAFD electronic health records and patient surveys.

This pilot project has provided valuable preliminary data on the feasibility, efficacy, and safety of 
mobile integrated healthcare in the City of Los Angeles using the NPRU model. The NPRU pilot 
project was set in South Los Angeles, in one of LAFD's fastest growing battalions - Battalion 13. 
South Los Angeles has the lowest concentration of physicians per capita of any of the Service 
Provider Areas in Los Angeles County, leading many residents to rely on safety-net care, including 
911-emergency medical services. LAFD Battalion 13 experienced a 39% increase EMS incidents 
from 2012-2015, accounting for 35% of all LAFD EMS volume increases over that same period. The 
largest increases in EMS utilization were among low-acuity patients, including patients with poor 
access to primary and preventative care, poorly controlled chronic illnesses, and minor trauma. 
From January - November 2016, the LAFD NPRU had 197 days in service, initiated a response in 
775 EMS incidents, and had patient contact in 593 incidents, including 502 low acuity patients, 25 
frequent users, and 66 patients with primary mental health complaints. Of the 502 low acuity 
patients, 250 were treated and released on scene, freeing up one to two responding resources per 
incident to respond to the next local time critical call in this busy jurisdiction. Including both low 
acuity patients treated and release on scene, and mental health patients who were medically 
cleared, 316 of 568 patients were dispositioned by the NPRU (53.3%) and did not require transport 
to the emergency department.

For low-acuity clients, patient follow-up statistics available for the first 8 months in service (January 
- August 2016) are as follows:

• 160 (35%) of these patients were sampled using a trial survey instrument based on the
Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) survey 
commonly used for hospital visits;

CO



• One patient reported returning to the emergency department within 48 hours, as instructed 
by the NPRU, for a wound check;

• No patients reported subsequent hospital admission; and
• 92% of patients rated their overall quality of care as “very good” or “excellent.”

Among frequent users attended to and referred to Partners in Care who accepted evaluation:
• 73% had a home visit completed;
• 56% had follow-up medical and non-medical appointments made;
• 50% had their home medications assessed by a licensed pharmacist;
• All insured patients were referred to their payer-specific case manager and those without 

insurance were assisted in obtaining coverage; and
• Over 60% of these frequent users had a decrease in their EMS utilization following NPRU 

referral.

Funding for the initial NPRU has been folded into the annual budget for the Los Angeles Fire 
Department, and public-private partnerships have been created to help fund additional units in other 
underserved areas of the city. Through collaboration with the American College of Emergency 
Physicians and National Association of EMS Physicians, LAFD has also contributed its voice to a 
growing chorus of mobile integrated healthcare programs around the country lobbying the Center 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to broaden reimbursement of prehospital care to 
incidents not involving simple transport to a local emergency department.

Preliminary data from January 2016 - November 2016: 
Number of days in service (CY2016 YTD)
Mean incidents per day 
Median incidents per day 
Total Number of Incidents with ePCRs 
No patient, cancelled, or no patient contact 
Incidents with patient contact

197
3.4 (IQR3-5, Min-Max 1-12)
4
775
182 (23.5%) 
593 (76.5%)

Breakdown of Incidents with Patient Contact 
Low Acuity Missions 
-Treated/Transferred care 
-Treated/No Transport/Referred

502
252 (50.2%) 
250 (49.8%)

Frequent Users Treated/Referred 
- With decreased 1m utilization after NPRU

25
17(68%)

Mental Health patients
-Median Time Pt. Contact to Exodus arrival
-Median Length of Stay in Exodus
-Patients requiring secondary transport to ED

66
24:40 min 
16.5 h
0

Patients treated by NPRU not needing ED transport: 316/568 (53.3%)

Implementation of the LAFD Nurse Practitioner Response Unit was marked by achieving several 
planned and unplanned proof-of-concept benchmarks, including:

• Successful creation of NPRU vehicle and clinical team



• Stakeholder engagement, including initial contact and coordination with DHS Community 
Health, Martin Luther King Outpatient Clinics, LAC+USC Primary Care, Southside Coalition 
of Community Health Centers, City of Los Angeles Department of Aging, and Partners in 
Care.

• Successful creation of inventory and supply lines
• NPRU outreach to every station in Battalion 13
• Successfully demonstration of ability to add themselves (“buy-in”) to low-acuity 911-calls
• Patient consideration, consent and acceptance of NPRU care
• Successful treatment and release of low-acuity patients in field
• Cared for multiple uniformed LASD and LAFD officers, treating them on scene and clearing 

them to get back into service
• Deployment and use of CLIA-waived lab testing in field
• Administration of NP-prescribed oral and parenteral medications in field
• Provision of health education/promotion in the field
• Use of point of care ultrasound by field nurse practitioner, including successful transmission 

and over-read by RDMS-certified emergency faculty
• Successful identification, consent and engagement of Battalion 13 housed frequent users
• Successful consent and referral of frequent user to social service provider who then was 

able to do secondary comprehensive assessment and link to numerous resources
® Successful establishment of Patient Liaison Program to engage and survey patients for 

perceived quality and experience of care
• Semi-monthly Clinician and Patient Liaison debriefings for quality improvement
• Successful measurement of baseline dispatch, demographic, field care, treatment, and 

payer information on subsets of NPRU patients

Lesson Learned: Due to City administrative delays, the NPRU became operational in January 
2016, and its 12 month pilot therefore ran from January 2016 - January 2017, as opposed to Fiscal 
Year 2015-16. In addition, during the initial months of NPRU service, it became clear after extensive 
discussions with LAFD members, community stakeholders, and patients/patient advocates that 
navigation of clients with isolated mental health complaints both fell within the scope of practice of 
the LAFD Nurse Practitioner and would promote patient-centered care and improve system 
efficiency. Under usual care, patients with thoughts of hurting themselves or others are transported 
to an emergency department, where they will have numerous tests performed, receive only episodic 
psychotropic medications, and are exposed to a raucous environment not conducive to improving 
their psychiatric health status. Moreover, it frequently takes such patients days to be appropriately 
screened and then transported to another facility with appropriate psychiatric services. This means 
that not only are these patients with mental health complaints not receiving timely care, but also 
they occupy an Emergency Room bed for days - thus making that bed unavailable for other time- 
critical patients, which in turn contributes to increase ED length of stay, delays in paramedic 
handoffs, increased LAFD "wall-time" and further delays in freeing up ambulances to respond to the 
next 911-caller in the local community. Therefore, in April 2016, the NPRU added an additional 
mission of providing immediate pre-hospital screening and medical clearance of low-acuity patients 
with primary mental health complaints, with subsequent direct transport of select patients to a 
psychiatric urgent care facility. This was done in close collaboration with the Los Angeles EMS 
Agency and other community health care partners.
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Additional lessons learned are as follows:
Scheduled visits with frequent users can be challenging, and require extensive coordination 
between LAFD and other stakeholders
Regular communication with both internal and external stakeholders is essential, and use of 
a communications management plan is beneficial
As in any hospital, patient navigation to outside services is frequently limited by the ability to 
identify their insurance status in real time
Patient do not always wish to be contacted for follow-up interviews, though this tendency 
does not correlate to satisfaction scores
Safe and timely transportation is a frequent barrier to access to primary and preventative 
care for clients in South Los Angeles
Pilot projects can lead to unanticipated high-yield collaborations between both city 
departments as well as city - community entities that historically haven’t worked together; 
for example, partnerships created between LAFD and the Department of Aging and Exodus 
Urgent Care have led to other opportunities to improve care for residents in Los Angeles.

C

Total Cost: $245,000. A total of $124,721.43 was expended through the second half of the 2015
16 fiscal year. The remaining $120,278.57 was re-appropriated in the Mid-Year FSR to pay for the 
remaining six months of the pilot, concluding in January 2017.
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Online Police Reports - Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD 
$60,000
December 3, 2014 
April 14, 2015

What IF: What if we implement a system so people could file lost/stolen property reports online? 
This is currently being done by Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department (LASD). The LASD website 
allows people to file reports for lost or stolen items, vandalism or theft (not to exceed a certain 
valued amount). We could also look into adding other crimes where the individual doesn't want to 
press charges, but wants it documented for insurance purposes.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures: $60,000 spent to license the Community Online Reporting Service (CORS) system 
maintenance.

Pilot Outcomes: LAPD is now successfully taking online reports from members of the Community 
for the following report types:

(1) Harassing Phone Calls - Individual
(2) Harassing Phone Calls - Business
(3) Vandalism - Individual
(4) Vandalism - Business
(5) Lost Property

As on November 7, 2016, LAPD has accepted a total of 235 reports online, in which results in an 
estimated $7,637 of material cost savings and 117 hours saved. A preliminary assessment of the 
CORS indicates that there is the potential to reduce officer time spent taking reports. However, 
during the pilot, the time saved by having the report filed on-line is instead spent performing review 
and foilow-up once the report is received. As the system is refined, enhanced, and expanded, there 
could be the potential for providing a positive service to the community as well as realizing time 
savings for police officers.

Lesson Learned: Through continuous improvement, modifications are being made to increase the 
acceptance rate of received reports, add officer efficiencies during the review process, and file 
additional reports on-line. CORS does not integrate with the Department’s legacy records 
management system. As a result, the Department performs double data entry to ensure the 
information on the report is captured for investigative and reporting purposes, while also entering 
information within CORS. This issue, and other inefficiencies, will be eliminated with the 
implementation of a modern records management system.

Total Cost: $60,000
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3D Printer - Bureau of Engineering (BOE)
$10,000
December 4, 2014 
April 14, 2015

What IF: For the Bureau of Engineering’s Architectural Division staff to utilize three dimensional 
(3D) printing technology to build architectural and engineering scaled physical models of conceptual 
design projects and for presentations to client Departments, oversight Commissions, and the 
general public. Engineering staff currently uses Autodesk AutoCAD and Revit for project conceptual 
design and construction document production. Autodesk is currently soliciting beta testing partners 
for its Ember 3D printer and its Spark 3D printing open source software platform. Engineering staff 
should be early adopters of Autodesk’s 3D program to be a leader in 3D architectural model 
making. Engineering’s vision is to “To lead the transformation of Los Angeles into the world’s most 
livable city” Our vision statement is aligned with Mayor Garcetti’s Priority Outcomes, and 3D printing 
will help us to achieve these goals.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $6,865.67 for the purchase of 3D Systems CubeProTrio 3D Printer, Delivery, Set Up 

Installation, Orientation Training, Extended Warranty, Cartridges of Filaments, and Glues.
• $1,037.27 for additional cartridges of filaments and glues. Filaments are the consumable 

materials used to fabricate the 3D printed objects.
• $285.63 had been encumbered but not expended for undelivered orders due to out of stock 

items.
• $1811.43 is uncommitted as of November 2016.

Pilot Outcomes: The pilot project has been a successful proof of concept. 3D printing is being 
integrated in the Architectural Division's everyday work process. During the pilot period, six 
architectural models have been fabricated, including two Studio City design schematics, the Rose 
Avenue Venice Beach restroom, the MacArthur Park Gateway entrance, the Van Ness Pool design 
schematics, and the El Pueblo Pico House facade. Staff are still making architectural models by 
hand but use the 3D printer when it's advantageous for them to do so. BOE has also fabricated two 
clean water infrastructure projects including a storm drain inlet and a street conveyance system as 
well as designed and fabricated test prints of objects of various shapes, sizes, colors, and materials 
including plastics, nylon, and water soluble dissolvable support materials.

During the pilot period, approximately ten BOE staff attended the orientation training provided by 
the vendor. One employee, using self-training, has become a master 3D printing designer and 
machine technician, including disassembling and servicing the machine. Approximately seven 
employees have learned about the 3D printing process when they prepared digital files to be 
printed.

The time to print 3D models versus making models by hand is about the same, on average 20 
hours for a professional quality presentation model. The actual machine time needed to print 
objects is very time consuming. For example, a 10" x 10" x 8" 3D printed object may take several 
days to complete. However, no actual staff work is involved, leaving staff free to work on other 
assignments. Some models that are 3D printed cannot be made by hand. In actuality the 3D printer 
has not replaced model making by hand but it has provided staff with more options to complete their
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models. So far, there have been no injuries in using a 3D printer although workers may be exposed 
to high temperatures of the printer and fumes depending upon which materials are used.

Lesson Learned:
Originally BOE proposed to purchase an AutoDesk Ember 3D printer and possibly partner with 
AutoDesk Spark project to beta test software for 3D printing. It was later determined that the 
AutoDesk 3D printer was not suitable for the Department’s needs due to the printer's small build 
size. However, the Bureau was able to procure a 3D printer from 3D Systems that suited the 
immediate needs of the Bureau. BOE also learned how to apply commercially available AutoDesk 
software, such as Revit and MeshMixer, and even Adobe applications to design files suitable for 3D 
printing.

Unfortunately due to circumstances beyond the department’s control, the 3D printing industry has 
undergone a major economic downturn. Two major companies, 3D Systems Corp and Stratasys 
LTD have abandoned consumer level desktop printers in favor of vertical markets such as the 
aerospace, automotive, and medical industries. As a result, the City vendor is no longer a distributor 
for 3D Systems CubePro products and is not honoring their service warranty agreement. It is more 
difficult for BOE to procure supplies and replacement parts.

In retrospect, the submitter believes he should have been more general in recommending a 3D 
printer instead of specifically suggesting the AutoDesk Ember project, as this may have provided 
more flexibility for procurement. The implementation of the project was as expected, however, the 
project may have been better implemented if BOE procured an open source 3D printer in order to 
have more flexibility in using different software, supplies, and a more user friendly support network.

BOE has already starting purchasing 3D printer supplies through its General Fund supply allotment. 
The Department is contemplating submitting a budget request to procure a more advanced 3D 
printer with full color capabilities through the City's traditional fiscal year budget approval cycle. 
BOE is considering applying for Innovation Fund monies for related 3D technology projects 
including virtual/augmented reality systems.

Total Cost: $8,188.57 ($1811.43 uncommitted as of November 2016)

Attachment in Appendix A
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Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

One Stop Shop for City Workforce Candidates - Personnel Department 
$35,000
January 22, 2015 
April 14, 2015

What IF: What if all city commission, volunteer, internship, and apprenticeship positions were also 
shared and managed via the central City Personnel website? This would create a “one-stop shop” 
for all who are looking for affiliation with the city.

Expenditures:
• $13,700 - Training - ASP.NET Web Forms Programming
• $44,009 - Personnel Department staff costs for website development

Pilot Outcomes: The Personnel Department website now provides a central dedicated page where 
interested job applicants can find jobs. The Job Center website is currently available on the 
Personnel Department's Internet website:
Additional enhancements are under development to allow departments to enter and maintain their 
job opportunity data directly into the Job Center website. Also, an overall website redesign is 
underway to provide information more easily to interested job applicants (non-city employees) vs. 
current City employees.

http://p-er.l a city .c rg/index .firVconter igbcenier.

Lesson Learned: Personnel Department staffing costs exceeded the project appropriation by 
approximately $22,700. These staffing costs were related to determining the One-Stop Job Center 
information and data requirements, website redesign, and programming efforts. The Department 
found it was important to solicit user input through multiple meetings with management, Department 
users, and focus groups throughout the development process to obtain feedback on functionality, 
design, and data requirements. Additional resources may be needed for further enhancements and 
tracking of the program. The Department is also currently exploring options and cost considerations 
for Cloud hosting of the Personnel Department's website.

Total Cost: $57,709 (the additional $22,709 was paid from existing Departmental accounts)

Attachment
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Digital Services Unit - Office of the Mayor/Information Technology Agency 
$150,000 
February 24, 2015 
June 30, 2015

What IF: Creating online/digital mechanisms for citizens to utilize city services that typically require 
in-person interactions - that is, taking processes such as registering for a new business or paying a 
business tax and making them fully digital. This would save the city costs in terms of management 
and operations and greatly improve the citizen experience.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures: See Attachments

Pilot Outcomes: The Mayor’s Office partnered with the Information Technology Agency (ITA) to 
meet the goals of this pilot. After discovering that each had similar objectives, the Mayor’s Office 
and ITA decided to leverage its capacity and resources and approach digital services with a more 
long-term sustainable model. In partnership, the team identified four digital services templates to be 
developed, based on the most common types of digital services requested/offered by the City. The 
four core digital services are:

• Map-based digital applications
• Calendar applications
• Webforms
• Websites

The goal was then to use the Innovation Fund monies to develop the base templates and build use 
cases on top of the base templates that serve as example of how the City will now be able to 
produce digital services on-demand. Through April 8, 2016, digital services funds resulted in the 
completion of the following:

Map-based digital application template with the following core features: 
o Small Header 
o Map Space (data slab) 
o Twitter/Share Feed

• Calendar application template with the following core features:
o Calendar
o Calendar + Feed Import (optional)

• Webform application template
• Websites application template with the following core features:

o Calendar 
o Data Slab 
o Twitter/Share Feed 
o Webform 
o Photo Gallery 
o Blog

The following use cases have also been developed:
• El Nino Watch (httpj//^njno.|fccutyigtu/) - a resource information map supporting 

the city’s response to El Nino weather impacts.
• 2400 Miles project site
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• DART (Domestic Abuse Response Team) webform - the development of a tool 
for managing the data collected from Domestic Violence community-based 
partners, aimed at improving the delivery and allocation of services.

• El Pueblo website - Redesign the El Pueblo monument website in order to 
increase user engagement. New components being developed by the DSU for 
the site that will aid in that effort include Google Maps, social media integrations 
(Facebook/Twitter/lnstagram), polls, and photo galleries.

• Department on Disability - Redesign the website in order to be more user friendly 
and disseminate appropriate information more efficiently for the public. The site 
will incorporate new online web forms in order for the department to gather public 
feedback and allow the public to request services more easily.

• Personnel Web Forms - The Personnel Department currently uses many forms in 
older technologies such as IBM Forms and Adobe Acrobat, which can be both 
cumbersome for users to complete and the department to review. The DSU will 
be able to transform selected forms into newer web forms which can be accessed 
and filled out online which will make Personnel’s processes run more efficiently 
and effectively.

• City Calendar of Events - A new Citywide Calendar has been developed which 
will be more easily accessible to the public and departments throughout the City. 
Departments will be able to easily contribute their events to the calendar in order 
to promote them to the larger public. They will also be able to include this 
calendar on their websites with filters enabled so it displays only the events that fit 
their needs. The public will also be able to see events near them instantly if the 
calendar is viewed on a mobile device with GPS turned on.

• Aliso Canyon website - The DSU was able to release the Aliso Canyon Website 
in 3 days allowing the Mayor’s Office to quickly disseminate information about the 
gas leak and advertise support services available to the public.

• Exide Cleanup website - The DSU was able to release the Exide Cleanup in 3 
days allowing the Mayor’s Office to quickly disseminate information about the gas 
leak and advertise support services available to the public.

Thanks to the IPC, the Innovation Fund, and the nature of the implementation, there have been 
strong cost savings in the development of 13 applications (four prototypes and nine customized 
public services). In terms of cost savings due to the digital vs in-person nature, it is hard to assess 
at this time, as not all services created were “transactional” in nature. Educational products that are 
easier for the public access may not necessarily mean that there is less in-person interaction, 
however, it may increase the amount of people that engage with the City. The funds will be used to 
will focus on analytics and measuring success.

In identifying the four digital services templates to be developed, based on the most common types 
of digital services requested/offered by the City, the City will now have four core digital services 
(Map-based digital application, Calendar application, Webform, and Website) that ITA and other 
departments, as preferred can customize and build upon, thus reducing costs, expanding the ability 
to scale out digital services, and creating greater consistency within the City in terms of functionality 
and look-and-feel.
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Lesson Learned:
• Recognition and awareness of how many digital services are already in place. This is critical 

to developing a baseline for the City’s longer-term strategy around digital services. The 
focus may not, and probably should not, be about development as much as design and in 
many cases re-design to improve user experience and adopt some best practices.

• Need to coordinate on a Citywide level around design. One of the main reasons for 
coordinating with ITA on this pilot was the recognition that many of these services are being 
produced without coordination or alignment with a Citywide design or style guide. Moving 
forward, it’s important to try and encourage departments to integrate a more unified design 
style, and to ensure that new services have common features/functionality and design. The 
approach taken in this pilot helps to pave the way for greater coordination.

• It is critical to implement solutions that are embedded within the City structure. There are 
many interesting and innovative solutions to solving the cities challenges, but these 
solutions have to be embedded within the City structure in order to be sustainable. In order 
to see agile development in City technology, we needed to work with ITA to support and 
catalyze their efforts.

Total Cost: $131,174.90 ($18,825 is uncommitted as of November 2016, however, these funds are 
intended to be used to purchase analytical software to measure success)

Attachments
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Fast Response Vehicle (Formerly Rapid Response Vehicle) - LAFD 
$82,856 
March 3, 2015 
June 30, 2015

What IF: What if the LAFD had a fast, mobile, paramedic staffed advanced life support (ALS) unit 
that could quickly respond to critical 911 Emergency Medical Service (EMS) calls to provide rapid 
patient assessment and initiate time-critical medical care? This unit would operate in a given 
battalion and would provide a first line of information/“defense” to help cases of EMS calls and relay 
needed information to battalion headquarters.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $56,160 was spent on Fire Fighter/Paramedic overtime
• $22,372.95 was spent on medical supplies.

Pilot Outcomes: The goals of the new LAFD Fast Response Vehicle (FRV) were to: (1) Decrease 
LAFD EMS response times, (2) Perform on-scene triage and cancel un-necessary resources 
(therefore making them available to respond to the next time-critical emergency), (3) Provide rapid 
treatment for time-critical patients, (4) Handle cases where patients wish to sign out against medical 
advice, and (5) Provide additional manpower for EMS incidents. Evaluation of the FRV was 
achieved through retrospective review of LAFD electronic health records and basic descriptive 
analysis. The FRV program is currently fully implemented.

The location of the FRV pilot program was shifted to downtown Los Angeles near Skid Row to 
facilitate timely care in one of the nation's busiest emergency medical services districts. This 
change took into account where demand for advanced life support resources are growing the 
fastest, as well as other community stakeholder input. During the pilot project period, the LAFD FRV 
responded to 1,416 EMS incidents. In 40% of its incident assignments, the FRV was first on scene, 
allowing it to impact triage, provide immediate patient care, and recruitment/cancellation of 
additional resources leading to overall improvement in system efficiency. FRV providers were first 
on scene in numerous critical patients, initiating cardiopulmonary resuscitation and vasoactive 
medications administration in a more timely manner. Of note, the Fast Response Vehicle was first 
on-scene in 19 out-of-hospitai cardiac arrests, making it among the most frequent attenders of 
cardiac arrest in the LAFD system. In getting help on scene faster, these FRV units achieved the 
highest rate of success in regaining pulses (56%) among all responding resources in the 
department - providing better care for vulnerable LAFD patients in Skid Row.

Of the 1,416 EMS incidents, the FRV averaged just under one response per hour of operation. The 
FRV canceled 1,724 other emergency resources during these responses (1.2 resources per 
responses) - freeing up many resources to immediately respond to other time-critical emergencies. 
Approximately half of the cancelled resources were fire companies and half were rescue 
ambulances. In 18% of cases, the FVR upgraded resources from a dispatched level of service 
"basic life support" to ’’advanced life support." The FRV handled 35 patients signing out against 
medical advice in collaboration with the local base station, freeing up other responding vehicles in 
those incidents.

The LAFD Fast Response Vehicle program is fully implemented and operational, and has become a 
key component in providing timely care to overtaxed emergency medical service operations in ^
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downtown Los Angeles. Its outcomes are reviewed on a quarterly basis as part of the new Los 
Angeles Fire Department EMS Bureau, including review of operations by clinical leadership and 
regular member feedback. After the successful deployment of the FRV in the Operations Central 
Bureau (OCB) on September 21, 2015, LAFD leadership agreed to add a second FRV in the 
Operations Valley Bureau (OVB) on October 17, 2015.

Implementation of the Fast Response Vehicle Model has resulted in meeting numerous anticipated 
and unanticipated benchmarks, including:

• Creation of a new unique response vehicle
• Staffing with uniquely trained paramedics with a focus on rapid triage of other resources
• Decreased time to first medical contact in a critical number of high-acuity cases
• Promotion of increased collaboration between downtown LAFD resources and local trauma 

centers and base stations
• Decreased time to initiation of chest compression, defibrillation, and return of spontaneous 

circulation in cases of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
• Improved patient navigation via appropriate resources to the most accessible hospital
• Increased availability of resources in one of LAFD’s fastest growing EMS jurisdictions

Based on the successes of the Fast Response Vehicle, LAFD has folded funding for one unit into is 
regular annual budget. EMS bureau leadership is examining the potential of adding another FRV, 
modeling other potential applications of this resource, and including additional jurisdictions that may 
benefit from this model of triage and care delivery.

Lesson Learned: Lessons learned through the implementation of the LAFD Fast Response 
Vehicle Program include:

• Roving units, when properly deployed in the context of other local resources, can decrease 
time to first medical contact and improve timeliness of patient care

• Roving units play distinct roles in different jurisdictions, and their mission must be adjusted 
and communicated accordingly

• Internal and external communications management is essential to successful deployment of 
new resources in the prehospital setting

Total Cost: $78,532.95 ($4,323.05 uncommitted as of December 2016) 

LAFD Fast Response Vehicles (FRVs) LAFD unveils new fast response vehicles

Los Angeles F.re Department Chief Ralph Terrazas and me-mOfs Gf the Los 
Angeles City Council on Mtndsy unvested the department's new Fast Response 
Vehicle ;frvj Pilot Program,

tSWNCl SALE 
Wood Window 

A Do on

3k uuad-cas pickups that function ss fcre-supp'ressjon vehicles and frst- 
res&snse art vanced life suppc rt unite. The city is testing two of the vehicles - one 
in the Rico-Union and Echo Park com rrun'ties northwest cf downtown Los 
Angeles. and one in the San Fernands Valley. The vehicles provide flexible fire and 
EMS response. The FRVs carry ah the equipment and medical supplies of a 
paramedic mobile intensive care unit and 
tank to fight fires.

The FRVs

equipped with a 30>g5llon water

"Tnu tna! crr.gram is another er ample cf the LAFD working to find more efficient 
and effective ways to continually decrease response times and improve 
coeratiorta! efficiency/- Terrazas said.

Fell owing the pilot program, the vehicles may be e/panved into otner areas of the
• In it pi city.

"The Fast Response Verde is particularly critical In the hillside communities o-? my 

district, and could potentially shave critical rr incites o^f •■esponse hires,'said Los 
Angeles City Councilman Mitch O Fame!*, 13th D strict. This new FRV is a step in 
the right direction.'

LAFD Begins Fast Response Vehicle Trial 
Program

http://www.fireapparatusmagazine.eom/articles/2016/02/l
afd-begins-fast-response-vehicle-trial-program.html

http://beverlypress.com/2015/11/lafd-unveils-new-fast- 
response-vehicles/

http://www.fireapparatusmagazine.eom/articles/2016/02/l
http://beverlypress.com/2015/11/lafd-unveils-new-fast-response-vehicles/
http://beverlypress.com/2015/11/lafd-unveils-new-fast-response-vehicles/


Median Design Competition - Board of Public Works 
$35,000 
April 7, 2015 
June 30, 2015

What IF: Creating a "Kit of Parts" for median projects that include streamlined permitting, little to no 
irrigation to address the drought conditions, and the blue prints for communities wishing to overhaul 
their community medians.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures: $5,000 in awards for the submitted media designs. $30,000 is set aside for 
implementation of the median projects, with $10,000 set aside for each of the three Council Districts 
(CD) chosen: CD-5, CD-10, and CD-15.

Pilot Outcomes: The goal of the project was to expedite and accelerate the Adopt-A-Median 
process by funding a Street Median Design Competition that would target current landscape 
architecture students. It encouraged creativity and innovation among students by designing median 
concepts that would provide options for communities to consider as a neighborhood improvement 
project. The designs then allowed the City to create a "kit of parts" that includes the design, 
streamlined permitting, and the blueprints for communities wishing to overhaul their community 
medians. The City was able to incorporate the winning designs and findings into the City's existing 
Adopt-A-Median process and identify ways to improve upon the process. In July 2016, the Board of 
Public Works adopted an expedited Adopt-A-Median "Fast Track" Application Review, Plan, and 
Permit Process for Street Median Improvement/Redesign Design Work that meet the criterion, 
including pre-approved design elements and descriptions.

The kits are not necessarily distributed as a handout of materials, but are meant to be available to 
any organization wishing to Adopt-A-Median. It is intended to provide a streamlined and expedited 
process for those organizations.

The pilot has leveraged various City experts and outside collaboration to deliver better designed 
and cost efficient medians. Internal staff from the Bureau of Engineering was utilized to develop 
process flow maps that assisted in visualizing and ultimately, developing an expedited approval 
process for future applicants opting to select a pre-approved median design. In addition to the 
Bureau of Engineering, experts in landscaping and architecture were leveraged from the Bureau of 
Street Services to identify planting and designing elements (i.e. plants, trees, gravel types, stones, 
etc) that could be pre-approved to reduce the timeline of the permit and design approval process. 
Lastly, City experts in Adopt-A-Median, project management, and leadership were leveraged from 
the Office of Community Beautification and Board of Public Works to implement the pilot. In terms 
of outside collaboration, the City leveraged and reached out to more than 30 universities and 
colleges with landscaping or horticulture programs and solicited ideas from students to design and 
prepare cost estimates to deploy the project. Each Council District selected then partnered with 
local community groups or individuals to adopt-a-median or cost share in the redesign of a median 
in their respective district.

Overall, the assessment of the pilot demonstrated mix results. The successful components were (1) 
creation of process flow charts, (2) streamlined or expedited approval process, (3) adoption of the 
“kit of parts,” (4) delegation to approve Adopt-A-Median application, and (5) collaboration with 
various Council Districts and community-based groups. However, some of the unsuccessful results CO



included (1) limited pre-design options offering an array of cost options (staff was unable to develop 
two sets of varying costs), (2) seed money was deemed too low to kick off each median design, 
which was set at $5,000 per project yet it appeared a more appropriate leverage point is closer to 
$10,000-$15,000, (3) cost to demolish and prepare median sites was too cost prohibitive since 
many of the desired sites were concrete filled and excavating them would cost about $30,000 to 
$50,000 based on size, and (4) inability to release a new round of design solicitation due to limited 
funding (e.g. many students have called the Board of Public Works asking for an opportunity to 
compete for future design work).

The pilot is sustainable in that the process has been developed and approved by the Board of 
Public Works, so the expedited process will be available to organizations regardless of whether 
additional funding is available. However, if more median projects are to be implemented, it is indeed 
helpful to have additional seed money to begin a median project.

Lesson Learned: Overall, a higher award amount would have resulted in more medians being 
redesigned due to cost estimates and existing conditions of desired median re-design sites. Many 
Council Districts expressed interest, but many did not have funding to match nor could provide the 
level of effort to fundraise or identify a sponsor. Future award amount is recommended at $10,000 
to $15,000 per site. Most importantly, the City now has an expedited permit approval process that 
has resulted in a time savings (efficiency) for both the City and potential applicants.

Total Cost: $35,000
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February 24, 2016

Jacqueline Ford
SENT VIA E-MAIL fo jford@jforddesign.com

SUBJECT: CITY OF LOS ANGELES MEDIAN DESIGN COMPETITION

Dear Ms. Ford:

Congratulations! On behalf of the City of Los Angelas, Department of Public Works, r 
am pleased to announce the seleolion and award of $2,500 for aII throe median design 
proposals received on January 6, 2016,

As you are aware, this Median Design Competition provided the opportunity to current 
landscape architecture students. Including students from other related fields, to design 
small and large scale median concepts through a ‘Median Design Competition." It was 
evident in your proposals that creative and innovative concepts were incorporated, but 
also the flexibility to incorporate your deskjrc/concept into any street median shape and 
climate template - great job!

So what happens next? The Board of Public Works’ Executive Officer, Mr, Fernando 
Campos, will contact you and provide you with next steps to complete the process, This 
will include: (1) incorporating your desifliVconoepl into three potential median sites 
already pre-selected to rolLout this pilot project; (2) completing a release form to allow 
the City of Los Angeies to authorize us to use the submitted dcstgn/concept or podion 
thereof into the Adopt-A-Median “tool-kit" intended to provide same design concepts, 
streamline our permitting process, and blue prints for communities wishing to overhaul 
their community medians, and (3) most important, participating in an upcoming 
presentation by the Board of Public Works to recognize you and present the award on 
Wed., March 30,2016 at 10am in our Board Room (City Hall, Rm. 350).

Congratulations again!

In Appreciation,

MONICA RODRIGUEZ,
Board of Public Works Commissioner

cc: Jesus Ramirez & Jennifnr Hinosfronza. Mt. San Antonio College. Horticulture Dept- 
1100 N, Grand Avenue, 80-2301 J, Walnut, CA 91789
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UCLA Extension Program. Horticulture Department 
10995 Le Conte Avenue, Room 414 
Los Angeles, CA 90024

SUBJECT: CfTY OF LOS ANGELES MEDIAN DESIGN COMPETITION

Dear Me, Stephanie Landnegan;

Congratulations! On behalf of the City of Los Angeles, Deparirnenl crt Public Works, I 
am pleased to announce the selection and award of $2,590 to the UCLA team for its 
median design proposal received on January 15. 2016.

As you are aware, this Median Design Competition provided the opportunity to current 
landscape architecture students, including students tnom other related fields, to design 
small and large scale median concepts through a "Median Design Competition." It was 
evident in the LfCLA teams proposal that not only creative and innovative concepts 
were incorporated, but also the importance of leveraging a great collaborative spirit - 
great team work!

So what happens next? The Board of Public Works’ Executive Officer, Mr, Fernando 
Campos, will contact you and provide you with next steps to complete the process, This 
will include: (11 incorporating your designfconcept into two potential median sites 
already pre-selected to roll-out this pilot project; (2) completing a release form ta allow 
the City of Los Angeles to authorize us to use the submitted design/eoncept or portion 
thereof into the Adopt-A-Nledian ‘tool kit’ intended to provide some design- concepts, 
streamline our permitting process, and blue prints tor communities wishing to overhaul 
their community medians, and (3) most important participating in an upcoming 
presentation by the Board of Public Works to recognize you and present the award on 
Wed., March 30, 2016 at 10am in our Board Room (City Hall, Rm, 350)-

Again, Congratulations!

In Appreciation,
n( jAftU .,

MONICA RODRIGUEZ,
Board of Public Works Commissioner
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Identifying Super-users for Services via Outreach (I.S.S.O.) - LAPD 
$150,000 
January 19, 2015 
September 16, 2015

What IF: What if you could use LAPD data to target outreach and services to the most frequent 
users of the city’s law enforcement services in Skid Row, where 2 out of 3 homeless adults suffer 
from mental illness, substance abuse, and/or has a physical disability?

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $73,992 - Personnel
• $16,112 - Taxes & Benefits
• $2,291 - Insurance (Auto insurance)
• $5,336 - Office Expense (Office supplies, cell phone purchase and usage)
• $977 - Parking and Mileage
• $4,086 - Rent (Rent for the office)
• $2,081 - Professional Service Contracts (Payroll fees)
• $45,125 - Outreach (Vehicle expenses, emergency housing vouchers, bus tokens, uniforms 

and client supplies)

Pilot Outcomes: The LAHSA Emergency Response Team (ERT) utilizes several strategies to 
assist the most vulnerable and chronically homeless individuals, including super users. While this 
program has resulted in many people being sheltered or housed, Los Angeles Homeless Services 
Authority (LAHSA) is not aware which of those individuals are super-users. Closer interdisciplinary 
collaboration with agencies such as LAPD, Los Angeles County Department of Health Services, 
Los Angeles County Department Mental Health, Veterans Affairs, and other service providers 
results in comprehensive services that can meet all the clients' needs. Ideally, housing is identified 
and accessed within 90-180 days of completing a Coordinated Entry System assessment. The 
LAHSA ERT works closely with Central Division LAPD to offer ongoing support for individuals 
referred by LAPD, with the hope that this will minimize recidivism. There have been numerous times 
when the LAPD has referred a client to the LAHSA ERT and provided the client with an opportunity 
to accept shelter and other services as an alternative to arrest or citation for minor infractions.

I.S.S.O. Successful Results - November 1, 2015-October 31, 2016:
• 2,081 Clients Contacted
• 3,243 Immediate Services Provided (resource information, referrals, transportation and bus 

tokens, CA ID voucher, hygiene kits, water, food vouchers)
• 86 CES Assessments completed
• 992 Shelter Referrals
• 118 Shelter Placements
• 25 Emergency Housing Motel Vouchers
• 88 Connections to Substance Abuse Treatment / Detox
• 167 Connections to Mainstream Benefits
• 37 Connections to Veteran Services

Cs>
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While the program saw many successes, it would have an even greater impact with additional 
permanent supportive housing units, Section 8 Housing Vouchers, and other affordable housing 
options available for the chronically homeless.

While LASHA sees the ongoing need for this project and will maintain the ERT on this project for as 
long as possible, it is difficult to confirm whether it will be sustainable without an identified and 
ongoing funding source.

Lesson Learned: Through this project, there has been increased cooperation and respect between 
the LAPD and the ERTs providing outreach and engagement services in Skid Row. This has proven 
to be very beneficial for homeless individuals needing services. By formally collaborating with 
LAPD, LAHSA ERT has been able to connect with many clients that may have been resistant. 
However, limited resources and housing options present an ongoing barrier to placing clients who 
are motivated to get off the streets into appropriate housing.

Total Cost: $150,000

Success Stories:

"As the Emergency Response Team conducted outreach on their normal route walking through 
Skid Row, LAPD introduced them to someone they had not met before. This young man had come 
to Los Angeles from Texas with nowhere to go. The ERT conducted a field CES assessment and 
obtained a bed at the San Julian Access Center. They completed the shelter intake and ensured 
that he was assigned a Case Manager. With help from the San Julian Case Manager and the 
LAHSA ERT, the young man obtained employment at Chrysalis and now has his own one-bedroom 
apartment."

"A man known in Skid Row as the Ice Man had been evicted from his home without notice when his 
landlord lost the property and did not inform him. He was referred to the LAHSA ERT who 
completed an assessment with him. Since he had a daughter in Skid Row, LAHSA placed him in a 
motel using an emergency voucher. From there, he was accepted at a family shelter called Upward 
Bound, where he received case management and housing services. Earlier this year that resulted in 
this family moving back into permanent housing."
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Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Brush Inspection Module - Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD)
$50,000 
April 2, 2015 
September 16, 2015

What IF: Integration of Brush Module with existing SituationAnalyst (SA) geospatial platform 
already owned and installed within LAFD. The Brush Module would enable the Fire Prevention 
Bureau to integrate the City parcel database, perform field inspections for brush hazards on mobile 
devices, print/email reports to land owners in real time, and link to the existing Vegetation 
Management System currently in use for accounting, tracking, and legal actions on non-complaint 
parcels. The module would be either cloud-hosted or installed on internal systems within LAFD 
similar to the existing Hydrant Inspection Module.

Expenditures: $50,000 was spent on iOS NG Brush Application Development and Windows-Based 
Program Development.

Pilot Outcomes: The quality, accuracy, documentation, and accountability within the brush 
inspection process has greatly improved. The exact parcel boundaries can be examined in the field 
to provide assurance to the property owner that all inspections, brush clearances, and legal 
processes are being conducted within the assessor’s parcel boundaries. Photographs, notices, and 
other documentation are now automatically date and time stamped to provide additional legal 
documentation, integrate new City parcels, field inspection performance, and communicate with 
land owners in real time. Printing in the field is still being developed and refined due to specific iOS 
requirements.

Lesson Learned: The exact amount of monetary savings realized as a result of implementing the 
Brush Inspection Module is unknown as the process continues to be refined. The goals of the 
project are being met through utilization and evaluation of the application. In addition, there are 
weekly development meetings with Fire Inspectors and the contractor to debug and modify the 
modules to comply with Brush Unit requirements. The assessment results were overall satisfactory 
with further development needed to continue the debug process. The NG Brush application has 
only been under development for less than a year and is replacing a system that has been in 
service for many years. It will take a few additional months to fully debug the application but the 
2017 Brush year looks promising with a higher degree of accuracy and productivity.

The contractor, in concert with the LAFD Accounting staff, is evaluating other County Assessor 
databases that will provide weekly updates rather than the current semi-annual updates. Improved 
databases providing weekly parcel updates will reduce customer complaints and improve customer 
confidence in the brush clearance process.

The NG Brush application is sustainable with the annual hosting and maintenance fee of $60,000, 
which is within the existing budget of the $2.5 million annual Brush Clearance Program.

Total Cost: $50,000

Attachment included in Appendix B
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Pilot Name: CHX Leadership Training Pilot - Office of the Mayor/Information 
Technology Agency (ITA)
$29,500 
July 7, 2015 
September 16, 2015

Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:
What IF: This pilot program will test the waters for a larger implementation of leadership training, 
with the end goal of establishing a model where Los Angeles pioneers a new standard for 
empowering city government workers. The pilot program will take place within the Information 
Technology Agency. Cambridge Leadership’s curriculum is steeped in academic research and 
data-driven results. Started by Harvard and Columbia University academics, the company draws on 
over 20 years of research and their work with 25,000 leaders. Viacom works closely with 
Cambridge in providing leadership training for its extensive workforce and has provided verification 
of Cambridge’s training efficacy. For more information about Cambridge’s methodology, please visit 
http://cambridqeleadership.com/. To ensure a holistic approach to the training, we’ll include 3 
supplemental seminars:

• Mindful Meditation
• Finance
• Personal Presentation

Expenditures:
• $22,000 for 2-day customized Leadership Program designed and presented by Cambridge 

Leadership Group.
• $4,250 for design and delivery of two 2-hour workshops offered twice each on Presentation 

Skills of Managers by LA Theatresports.
• $4,250 for design and delivery of two follow-up 2-hour workshops offered twice each on 

practical application of Presentation Skills for Managers, by LA Theatresports.

Pilot Outcomes: The project as originally proposed was not achievable within the budget 
requested. Although Cambridge may have initially agreed to provide follow-up coaching, along with 
the pre-work and two day sessions, in subsequent negotiations the cost of the 90-day follow-up 
coaching far exceeded the available funds. Consequently, that component was eliminated and the 
Cambridge 2 day workshop was provided for $22,000. The three supplemental workshops, 
originally proposed as Mindful Meditation, Communication and Presentation Skills, and Financial 
Savvy were consolidated to focus on one topic, Communication and Presentation Skills to provide 
greater depth and opportunity for growth in this subject. With $7,500 remaining, the Department 
focused on the Presentation Skills workshops as this is a vital skillset vital for new managers and 
one that would benefit the employees.

The pilot project is complete. The results of the Cambridge training were captured in a survey of 
participants. Participants rated the training an 8.8 on a scale of 10 for relevance to their job and an 
8.3 in terms of their ability to apply the concepts after the course. In terms of follow up as to how 
many times they had applied the concepts since the training, the answers ranged from every day to 
twice. All said that when they did apply the concepts in practice, the outcome was better than what 
they suspect it would have been absent using those principles. The most telling score was the 7.8 
rating that attendees gave in response to the question rating their ability to apply the principles two
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months after the training, as it was a relatively small falloff from the score immediately after the 
training of 8.3.

The results of the Presentation Skills workshops are anecdotal, and indicated that participants 
valued the practice and feedback they received as they did the exercises.

Continuing the pilot would require additional funding at the same level. While there is substantial 
value in both the Leadership and Presentation components, departments would need to identify 
their own funding to support subsequent phases of this curriculum.

The pilot was successful in that it introduced new concepts of leadership and communication skills 
to senior managers, all of whom can benefit professionally from development in these areas. Both 
courses involved pre-work by participants as well as the practical application of the lessons to real 
work problems and situations. The commitment required by the pre-work, and the relevance of the 
lessons to participants' actual workday, were features that made the courses successful, as borne 
out by the ratings. In terms of areas that were less successful, scheduling all-day or multi-hour 
courses for busy managers was a challenge that impeded the success of the program.

Lesson Learned: Identifying the next level of executive management in ITA and allocating two 
days in which participants received specialized training established expectations that some 
managers have risen to meet. It proved the department was willing to invest in developing staff, 
and gave direction as to the skills and leadership mindset required of executive managers.

The curriculum in both the Leadership and the Communication and Presentation Skills workshops 
would be valuable to any department, regardless of the anticipated attrition. Individuals improved 
their ability to speak in front of a group, to field unanticipated questions, to address hostile or 
inattentive audiences, and to tailor information to their audience through the numerous mock 
presentations they were required to make. All of these experiences are very pertinent to the daily 
responsibilities of a manager and an executive in the City.

Obtaining written agreement on the Statement of Work and the cost would have ensured that the 
original project could be implemented for the requested funding.

Given the relatively small amounts budgeted for the supplemental workshops, the effort that 
providers must go through to register as vendors with the City, including obtaining insurance and 
business tax registration, may not be worth the small payment. Additionally, the Department 
indicated an approach allowing for a more thorough curriculum and follow-up coaching, in the case 
of the presentation skills, proved more effective than multiple one-time seminars.

Total Cost: $30,500
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Prototype and Design Sessions - Office of the Mayor - Innovation Delivery 
Team (i-team)
$25,000
September 21, 2015 
October 9, 2015

What IF: Allocate $25,000 in order to bring IDEO, a global leader in user centered design and 
solution development to Los Angeles to work with the Los Angeles Innovation Delivery Team and 
selected employees of the City, non-profits and the public through a series of three half-day design 
sessions to develop and prototype design solutions that will support inclusive neighborhood 
revitalization. One session would be conducted in partnership with Los Angeles Innovation Week. 
Two sessions could be conducted with City and non-profit partners.

Pilot Name:

Funding Amount: 
Date Received: 
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $25,000 paid directly to IDEO to facilitate four days of workshops with Department leaders 

and the public.
• $2,000 for supplies and additional items required to deliver the project.

Pilot Outcomes: IDEO facilitated four days of workshops, each day focused on a different topic 
and included active engagement of participants to elicit feedback and data. The outcomes were 
used to help the i-team develop projects. Those projects have now been launched, including the 
Small Business Portal, the Rent Stabilization Awareness Campaign, and others. The workshops 
conducted by the i-team yielded feedback and data from participants. Participants included over 
300 members of the public as well as department leaders who were invited to participate based on 
the specific topic area. Please see Appendix C for a summary of findings which was shared with 
departments and participants throughout the City in the fall of 2015 to benefit work beyond that of 
the i-team.

The i-team Director and Deputy Director worked closely with IDEO to develop a series that was 
intentional and yielded the results and feedback needed to help the i-team further develop the 
projects and then schedule additional workshops (not paid for with the grant) through the course of 
the year. All of the workshops that the team conducted were hosted in unique places in Los 
Angeles. Additionally, the team focused some of its projects on highlighting the cultural assets in 
Los Angeles. For example, the team conducted a study on the special events process and is 
working with the Department of Cultural Affairs and others to make it more clear to the public how 
they can conduct a special event. Other projects like the Rent Stabilization Awareness program 
allowed the i-team to work closely with renters, tenants, and landlord and tenant advocacy groups 
to help long term residents provide feedback to the i-team that was then translated into a project 
and Citywide awareness campaign. The impact of the i-team projects are tracked quarterly in 
partnership with impacted departments.



The i-team has measured the success of the pilot by repeated requests from various City 
departments and public partners to conduct work with them. Further, success was measured by 
being 'copied.' For example, the i-team was delighted this year when the Office of Finance launched 
its new website and it was intentionally designed to look like the portal developed by the i-team 
because of its human centered design elements. Further, the i-team is working to continue to 
spread the information of Human Centered Design by inviting City departments to participate in all 
of the workshops conducted.

Lesson Learned: The key lesson learned is that it would be ideal to have this capacity in-house in 
the City. The i-team would like to create this capacity for the City in partnership with the 
Commission and would invite the opportunity to discuss a potential long term model. The results 
were used to deliver tangible projects. The learning that was achieved by City staff will be ongoing.

Total Cost: $27,000 (the additional $2,000 was paid from the i-team's existing funding for supplies 
and additional items required to deliver the project.)

Attachment included in Appendix C



Pilot Name: Smartphones for Pothole Dispatch Trucks - Bureau of Street Services 
(BSS)
$90,000
February 26, 2015 
November 10, 2015

What IF: Use GPS enabled smartphones to efficiently dispatch pothole trucks and tree emergency 
crews, while providing timely notifications to constituents of complete service requests.

Funding Amount: 
Date Received: 
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $27,762.04 for computer hardware
• $32,315.84 for smartphones and tablets

Pilot Outcomes: The goal of the pilot was to eliminate the paper process associated with pothole 
inspections in an attempt to decrease the time between pothole inspection and repair. Before the 
implementation of this pilot, the percentage of same-day pothole inspections was close to zero. 
Now, BSS is inspecting approximately 40% of street potholes the same business day. This is 
accomplished using a tablet to query the Customer Relations Management (CRM) system for 
nearby potholes each time supervisors arrive at a pothole location. This process enables BSS to 
proactively identify pothole inspections that are nearby the current location of each supervisor 
throughout the day. This level of efficiency has helped BSS repair potholes in an average of two 
working days.

Lesson Learned: Initially, BSS thought a middleware system, Actsoft, was needed but decided to 
see if the pilot would work on the City’s new CRM system, and discovered the new CRM is mobile 
friendly.

Total Cost: $60,076.88 ($29,923.12 uncommitted as of December 2016)
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Technology for Neighborhood Councils - Department of Neighborhood 
Empowerment 
$54,228
February 25, 2015 
December 9, 2015

What IF: The Department of Neighborhood Empowerment, which works with 97 different, 
Independent Neighborhood Councils all comprised of volunteers needs a single, comprehensive 
and computer friendly system for the submission of all documents required by Neighborhood 
Councils.

Pilot Name:

Funding Amount: 
Date Received: 
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• Supplies and Equipment

o Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company $25,457.79 
o Unspent Funds $1,742.21 
o Total Supplies and Equipment $27,200.00

• Development
o Overtime for Systems Development $9,790.21 
o Unspent Funds $17,237.79 
o Total Development $27,028.00

Pilot Outcomes: Through the budgeting process for Budget Fiscal Year 2016-17, the Los Angeles 
City Council transferred the Neighborhood Council Funding Program (NC Funding) from the 
Department of Neighborhood Empowerment to the Office of City Clerk. Concurrently, the contract 
for the Neighborhood Council bank accounts between Union Bank and the Department of 
Neighborhood Empowerment expired.

Working with the Office of Finance, Office of the City Administrative Officer, and the Systems 
Division of the Office of the City Clerk, the grant is being used to develop a robust NC Funding 
System that includes other features beyond the original pilot goals. The additional features will 
include the ability to automate reports, provide live support for budgetary tracking, and improve 
internal and external security measures. The system will serve as a centralized hub for all NC 
Funding matters for both City staff and the Neighborhood Councils. The funds are being used to 
purchase all necessary technical equipment such as servers, software, and hardware as well as 
additional human resource hours to complete the project in a timely manner. Other functions that 
will be digitized through the new NC Funding system include auto-generated Monthly Expenditure 
Reports, integration between the NC checking account with the approval system, live view and 
review of credit card transactions, credit card receipt submission, and bank account reconciliations 
reports.

As of February 27, 2017, NC Funding has completed the initial development of the NC Funding 
system. The system is anticipated to be available to the Neighborhood Councils on July 1,2017.

The original concept for the system was to integrate two cloud-based software, Quickbooks and 
Quickbase. After reviewing the systems and the process to integrate the software, the cost to 
develop the integration would have been more than the $54,224 awarded. This development would 
have also incurred an ongoing monthly expense for the cloud-based software. To avoid the issue of 
incurring a perpetual cost, NC Funding changed the structure of the integration from a cloud-based ^
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solution to custom system development. By customizing, it increased the flexibility for staff to make 
adjustments during the development and implementation.

The metrics to measure the NC Funding Program are listed below:
• Turnaround time for Funding Requests, Neighborhood Purpose Grants, Community 

Improvement Project Request, Approved event payments
• Rate of approvals and denial of Funding Requests
• Customer service surveys
• Training and retraining requests
• Number of approvals made by staff per day
• Compliance with Monthly Expenditure Reports requirements

Lesson Learned: Challenges that delayed the development of the NC Funding system included 
the expiration of the contract between the City of Los Angeles and Union Bank as well as changes 
in the Los Angeles Administrative Code. Each problem had to be addressed individually to comport 
with all rules and regulations.

Total Cost: $54,228 (As of December 2016, $35,248. The remaining $18,980 will be used 
complete the implementation of the pilot)

Attachment
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Parking Automation - El Pueblo 
$350,000 (Special Parking Revenue Funds - Loan) 
April 7, 2015 
December 9, 2015

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:
What IF: To greatly improve revenue generation, customer service, and extend operating hours by 
automating El Pueblo parking lots. El Pueblo wishes to apply a phased-in approach to help 
modernize operations at the five parking lots surrounding the City’s birthplace.

Expenditures: $349,365 for the purchase of 3 pay stations, two parking booths/ shelters for pay 
stations, two bar coded ticket dispensers, two automated pay exit stations (credit card only), two fee 
computers, PC Server, and parking system software.

Pilot Outcomes: The implementation/soft opening of the new pay stations was on September 15, 
2016. The parking revenue in October 2016 at parking lot 1 and 2 increased by $36,678, but it may 
not be attributed to the newly operated pay stations and exit stations. There were special events 
such as Paella Festival, Mole Festival, Taste of Mexico, and 9 days for Dias De Los Muertos in 
October 2016.

The implementation and the operation of the pay stations at El Pueblo parking lot 1 and 2 eases the 
payment process for the parking patrons. Parking patrons have choices, either to pay at the walk up 
pay stations or at the pay station at the exit. The waiting time at the exit lane has reduced 
significantly. The payment kiosks are placed strategically at parking lot 1 and 2; parking patrons find 
them easily accessible and customers require little or no assistance to pay their parking fee from 
parking staff.

The operating hours at parking lot 2 on Fridays and Saturdays have been extended from 6:00 a.m. 
to 10:30 p.m., rather than the previous operating hours of 6:00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. seven days a week. 
There is no need to extend the closing time on Sunday through Thursday due to lack of business. 
However, closing time can be extended during any special events.

Lesson Learned: The funding for the project was processed as planned and there were no 
significant issues. Ongoing funding is necessary after one year of the implementation of the pay 
stations to purchase the annual maintenance of $26,000.

The new parking equipment requires internet network access. The City/ITA could not supply the 
necessary network for parking lot 1 and 2 due to unavailability of land lines near the parking lots. 
The ultimate solution was to utilize the wireless modems. The project was halted for two months as 
the internet connection issue was resolved.

Total Cost: $349,365 ($635 uncommitted as of December 2016) 
Attachments
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Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Pop-up Bikeways - DOT
$100,000
November 10, 2015 
April 6, 2016

What IF: What if the City could put in a temporary “pop up” bikeway as part of its public outreach 
process?

Expenditures: None

Pilot Outcomes: The Department completed the first prototype temporary barrier that will be used 
to section off temporary bikeways for neighborhoods to understand how their streets may be 
impacted if a bikeway is added. DOT has provided feedback to the vendor to be used in developing 
the second prototype. The current status of the implementation is in phase two, which is the 
development of a works-like/looks-like prototype. It should conclude in May 2017, followed by 
phase three, which is the fabrication of 10-20 prototypes and testing by LADOT (June to August 
2017), and phase four, the production of 100-200 first-production articles. (September to December 
2017). The process has been successful so far, but there are still a couple more phases of 
development and testing before the run of first-production articles can be produced. The project will 
be sustainable, however, ongoing funding may be required for the maintenance of the finished 
products. In addition, continued funding would be required should the department wish to purchase 
an additional order of products..

Lesson Learned: N/A

Total Cost: Unknown



Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Electronic Digital X-Ray Production - Personnel Department 
$37,018
December 18, 2015 
April 6, 2016

What IF: The Personnel Department, Medical Services Division (MSD), Occupational Health is 
proposing conversion from chemical to electronic digital X-Ray production. MSD is responsible for 
pre-employment, work fitness, return to duty, and mandated Occupational Safety Health 
Administration (OSHA) and Department of Transportation (DOT) exams. MSD is on track to convert 
all medical records to digital and it would only be fitting that they transition outdated imaging 
processes to a more efficient digital system.

Expenditures:
• $25,350: Konica Sigma 60 SR - Tabletop all in one digital radiography imaging system with 

autopilot image processing software for single click optimal diagnostic body part 
examination and viewing. The system was designed with the environment in mind. The film 
processor has a carbon footprint of only 0.31 m2 and 100VA energy consumption.

• $9,093.50: Del EvoView Small Office PACS - The Del EvoView software allows viewing and 
storage of images. Image archiving is server based with the ability to store three terabytes of 
digital information or approximately 15,000 client records.

• $703.30: 10x12 Sigma Cassette/Plate - Cassette for producing maximum high resolution 
images.

• $1,171.30: 14x17 Sigma Cassette/Plate - Cassette for producing maximum high resolution 
images.

• $388.84: Konica Sigma 60 CR freight
• $150.00: Del EvoView Small Office freight
• $3,268.63: Taxes

Pilot Outcomes: Medical Services has converted from film to digital x-ray processing. All film, 
development chemicals, and equipment have been removed. The new system is successfully 
meeting all production and safety requirements. The system has brought the Department into 
compliance with safety regulators and modernized x-ray processing which allows safe and reliable 
service to be given to clients. The program will be sustainable after the initial funding for the digital 
x-ray conversion project. There is no ongoing funding required for this project.

Since implementation, the number of clients being processed in Occupational Health has increased 
from 848 monthly to 1,010, a 19% increase. The digital x-ray system has helped to streamline the 
overall process. Conversion to digital x-ray has decreased the number of days to process Police 
and Fire candidates by one day. Before implementing the pilot program, it took 21 days to process 
a sworn candidate. With the digital x-ray pilot in place, it now takes 20 days to process a candidate. 
With the removal of the film, development chemicals and equipment, the Department has improved 
the overall health and safety for staff and clients. The Department is now 100% compliant with 
radiology regulations.

Lesson Learned: Once the funding was approved, great team planning and a solid timeline 
supported a positive purchase and installation experience.
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Total Cost: $40,125.57 (the additional $3,107.57 was paid from existing Departmental accounts) 
Attachment
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Electronic Statement of Personal History (eSOPH) - Personnel Department
$121,000
December 18, 2015 
April 6, 2016

What IF: The Personnel Department, Public Safety Division is proposing an electronic web based 
background investigation software system for Firefighter recruitment.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures: N/A

Pilot Outcomes: The goal of the project has not yet been met. The Personnel Department is 
currently in contract negotiations with the vendor and requested to reappropriate funding to 2017
18. Although the system has not been implemented, the original submission requirements have 
changed due to delayed contract negotiations. The cost of laptop computers has increased by $500 
per unit. An assessment will be available following the three to six month transition to the new 
digital format.

Lesson Learned: The major challenge faced by the Department’s request to modernize the 
background investigations process and eliminate paper files by implementing eSOPH has been the 
long contract negotiation process.

Total Cost: unknown
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Clean Streets LA Challenge (formerly Clean LA Contest) - Board of Public 
Works 
$35,000
This item is a combination of multiple submissions related to cleaning Los 
Angeles’s streets. The ideas were combined and recommended for funding 
by the IPC on May 11, 2015.
April 20, 2016

What IF: What if the City asks for more than one major public relations (PR) agency to help us free 
of charge to develop a "cause related" marketing fund that is aimed at keeping neighborhoods 
clean. The LA Times ran an editorial regarding bulky items being dumped. If more citizens were 
aware of how this makes our city look, perhaps it would stop. Cause related is the same as Smoky 
the Bear, or Litterbug campaigns. Anyone involved in this campaign must agree to do whatever 
they can "free of charge." Run ads on buses in bus shelters, on TV, radio and the newspaper. Not 
sure what cleaver tag line (that will be the job of the local only PR firms) but every time a free ad 
appears, we could say -if it's on TV--something like KTLA-Channel 5 supports the Citywide clean. 
Don't dump that couch-call 800 whatever for a pick up! Keeping LA clean is what makes us great! or 
some other tag line. Again, all participants need to offer their services for free, which will also get 
them goodwill and free publicity.

Pilot Name:

Funding Amount: 
Date Received:

Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $5,000 - paid to Signature Creative, Inc. for pre-launch marketing materials, including

campaign artwork and flyers

• $5,000 - paid to a Student Professional Worker for creation of contest application, outreach
to Neighborhood Councils (NCs) and community organizations, conducting Clean Streets 
workshops, processing applications, maintaining correspondence with applicants, 
maintaining events calendar, promoting neighborhood cleanups, and liaison work with Office 
of Community Beautification and the Board of Public Works beginning on April 18, 2016.

Pilot Outcomes: When the project was submitted, it was called the "Clean LA Contest." After 
meeting, the Bureau of Sanitation, Department of Neighborhood Empowerment and the 
Communications Team, agreed to rename the Clean LA Contest to the Clean Streets LA 
Challenge. This name aligns better with the Clean Streets LA initiative, and presents the project as 
a challenge among community members, as opposed to a competition between opponents. The 
goals of the project are in the process of being met. During the months of August and September 
2016, Clean Streets hosted 12 workshops all over the City to provide guidance on applications, 
information on hosting safe cleanups, and opportunities for NCs and community organizations to 
network. Nearly 300 people attended the workshops, formed partnerships, and submitted a total of 
50 applications.

Between September 17 and November 19, the applicants set their plans in motion. These plans 
included weekly cleanups, 3-1-1 workshops, community outreach, block captain programs, and so
on.

Applicants have been taking before and after photos of cleanups, tracking volunteers and 3-1-1 
requests, petitioning for trash bins, and forming diverse partnerships. These are quantifiable results 
that are allowing the Department to record data and measure the success of the program. The CJS



deadline for reporting was November 20, 2016. The team is still in the process of assessing and 
evaluating the extensive results that came out of the Clean Streets LA Challenge.

However, it should be noted that applicants scheduled 121 different events across the City between 
September 17 and November 19. There were events in every Council District, with creative projects 
ranging from scavenger hunts, 3-1-1 blitzes, coloring contests for kids, litter bin petitions, and 
dozens of community cleanups. On Saturday, November 5 alone, there were 21 cleanups 
scheduled. At the end of the pilot, the Board will be able to report specific metrics (e.g. numbers of 
volunteers, numbers of trash bags collected at cleanups, etc.). The Challenge highlighted the 
frustration felt in communities that face endless illegal dumping. While the cleanups and MyLA311 
promotion was helpful and will have ripple effects, it certainly did not solve the dumping issue.

Once the remaining $25,000 is dispersed among the Challenge winners, additional funding will be 
needed to continue this project. The project's foundation, including the application, workshop 
curriculum, tracking process, FAQs, email templates, and the evaluation process have already been 
established. Neighborhoods, however, will always need to be cleaned. By repeating this successful 
program in the future-taking into account the lessons learned and the groundwork laid- more 
partnerships are being built across NCs and the City, incentivizing more communities to get 
involved, and promoting civic engagement among constituents-all in the name of making our City 
streets cleaner.

Lesson Learned: The biggest challenge was the timing of the project. By the time the Challenge's 
website, rules, eligibility, and applications were ready to be open to the public (June 2016), NCs 
were voting on new leadership. Since the success of the project was dependent upon active 
participation of NCs, it was important to wait for the new Neighborhood Council members to be in 
place. Once the workshops and online application were launched, the NC Boards needed time to 
create a partnership, draft an application, and to vote/receive approval to participate in the 
Challenge. This left a narrow challenge window of only eight weeks to complete all the work the 
applicants proposed.

Therefore, the lesson learned is the critical timing for the launch, contest window, and evaluation 
period. Participants would have benefited having a minimum of eight weeks to complete their 
applications, and a minimum of 12 weeks to complete their projects.

Total Cost: $10,000 as of November 2016. The remaining $25,000 will be expended to award the 
Clean Streets Challenge winners.
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SOBER Unit - Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD)
$169,521*
October 15, 2015 
June 15, 2016

What IF: To create a new, innovative LAFD resource called “SOBER: The SOBering center 
Emergency Resource.” This is an LAFD ambulance that will be staffed by a Firefighter/Paramedic 
and a social worker. This would provide an alternative solution to the increasing problem of chronic 
alcoholic patients (“serial inebriates”) who are high frequency users of the 911 Emergency Medical 
Service (EMS) system. The LAFD SOBER unit will work closely with a new, free standing Sobering 
Center being opened in the skid row area. The problem of serial inebriates and homelessness is a 
growing issue for the City of Los Angeles, adversely impacting our community and tying up scarce 
LAFD emergency resources. The SOBER project is an opportunity to get serial inebriates the help 
that they need instead of continuing the futile cycle of repeated ambulance transports.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures: N/A

Pilot Outcomes: N/A

Lesson Learned: N/A

Total Cost: Unknown

*On June 15, 2016, the City Council, with subsequent Mayor’s concurrence, approved funding in 
the amount of $169,521 from the Innovation Fund (IF) for the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) 
SOBER (SOBering center Emergency Resource) Unit (C.F. No. 16-0371). Through this 12-month 
pilot program, LAFD proposed to staff a new SOBER Unit in partnership with the Los Angeles 
County Department of Health Services (DHS). As approved, a Community Outreach Worker from 
the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA) would be paired with an LAFD 
Firefighter/Paramedic (FF/PM) in an LAFD vehicle to provide assistance to serial inebriates 
(patients who are transported multiple times to emergency rooms (ERs) for intoxication).

On December 14, 2016, the City Council, with subsequent Mayor’s concurrence, approved 
resolution authority for one EMS Nurse Practitioner (NP) for the SOBER Unit pilot due to a 
proposed change to the pilot which would staff the SOBER Unit with an EMS Nurse Practitioner 
instead of pairing the LAHSA Community Outreach Worker with a FF/PM (C.F. No. 16-0371-S1).

After careful discussion and analysis of the pilot, LAFD determined that the SOBER Unit must have 
a FF/PM in addition to a NP and LAHSA Outreach Worker. LAFD then requested an additional 
$162,000 to staff a FF/PM for the pilot. The Department’s justification for the staffing addition was 
as follows:

• Scene safety concerns: The EMS Nurse Practitioner, while an expert in clinical 
patient care, is not trained or experienced in providing prehospital care. Treating 
and transporting public and serial inebriates involves working with a very volatile 
patient population. These patients often become combative and require adequate 
staffing to restrain the patient to protect both their own safety and the safety of 
LAFD staff. LAFD indicated that staffing the SOBER Unit without a FF/PM, who 
is experienced in prehospital medicine, interacting with and caring for this patient CXI
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population, and knowing when to request the assistance of law enforcement, is 
vital to ensure safety.

• Patient safety concerns: To optimize patient safety, the EMS Nurse Practitioner 
will be riding in the back of the SOBER Unit to monitor the patient during 
transport to the Sobering Center. The LAHSA Outreach Worker cannot monitor 
the patient during transport. This requires having an additional staff member, the 
proposed FF/PM, drive the ambulance.

• Operational concerns: Neither the EMS Nurse Practitioner nor the LAHSA 
Outreach Worker is trained to drive an ambulance or work LAFD radios and 
mobile data computers. The LAHSA Outreach Worker is not trained, certified, or 
legally permitted to drive and operate an LAFD vehicle.

At its February 2017 meeting, the IPC recommended funding of $162,000 to cover the additional 
cost associated with the SOBER Unit pilot. The Council subsequently approved the additional 
funding. Therefore, the total amount funded for this pilot is currently $331,521.

Due to these setbacks, the SOBER Unit pilot will not be launched until July 2017.
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Green University - Board of Public Works
120,000 
April 22, 2015 
August 3, 2016

What IF: In order to drive a greater understanding and knowledge base of "green" planning, design, 
and maintenance of City services, what if we created an in-house pilot of a "Green University" for 
city employees?

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures: N/A

Pilot Outcomes: A Task Order Solicitation (TOS), to develop a certification program to educate 
local workers on design, construction, operation and maintenance of green infrastructure facilities or 
Best Management Practices, was released in January 2017. Three responses were received and 
selected one from CH2MHilll. A notice to proceed was anticipated to be given in May and the 
project kick off is anticipated to take place in June 2017.

Lesson Learned: N/A

Total Cost: N/A

CXI
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Google Innovation Labs - Information Technology Agency (ITA)
$160,000 
March 17, 2016 
August 3, 2016

What IF: Bring the Google Innovation Lab to work with City departments and provide expert 
“mentorship” and Google developer, software Suite, and Mapping access to create a culture of 
innovation, which will allow the City to innovate often and well.

Pilot Name:
Funding Amount:
Date Received:
Date Funded:

Expenditures:
• $160,000 paid directly to Google to facilitate the Google Innovation Lab
• $6,320 paid for a surcharge from the vendor SADA Systems who managed the purchase of 

Google licenses and services

Pilot Outcomes:
• Highlights:

o Six intractable city problems addressed 
o Ten innovative solutions created
o 75 civic and city leaders trained 
o Five video vignettes to inspire 
o 50 Chromebooks for new innovation teams 
o One new civic incubator -- Angels Lab

From July-September 2016, ITA and Google led a series of workshops that helped 50 City 
employees and 25 civic leaders to address six tough City problems with innovative solutions to 
homelessness, emergency and resiliency management, hiring, job placement for underserved 
youth, better support for businesses, and improving civic engagement. Each team’s work led to one 
or more out-of-the-box solutions, and some of these projects are underway already. In conducting 
the Lab, 75 city and civic leaders were trained on new innovation practices, which they brought 
back to the office to tackle new problems.

Specific projects from these teams include the following, and videos were prepared for each project:
1. Developing an algorithm for predicting who is at risk of becoming homeless, and then giving 

them support to stay in housing (working with the Mayor’s Office, Los Angeles Homeless 
Services Agency (LAHSA), and community partners like UCLA)

2. Integrating diverse data (video, sensor, news, etc.) to provide alerts to public safety and 
other officials for impending issues in advance of a flash point, fire, or incident (working with 
the Emergency Management, Police, and Fire Departments, and others)

3. Rolling out new processes, communications, and techniques for recruiting with promotional 
videos (Personnel and supported by ITA, Controller, and the City Administrative Officer)

4. Preparing to launch this year a new project for recruiting, hiring, and placing "opportunity" 
youth (working with the Mayor’s Office, and technology companies)

5. Designing a concierge service for businesses and easier access to online services for 
businesses (working with Office of Finance, Mayor’s Office, and ITA)

6. Connecting to citizens through plans for gamifying MyLA311 and providing access to service 
information through mobile trucks, and launching new social media communications and 
technologies Citywide (working with the Mayor's communications team, Public Information 
Officers, Neighborhood Empowerment, and ITA)
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As the City prepares for launches, making budget requests, and rolling out the projects above, ITa 
is also doing another series of smaller (“transformation”) labs on improving the California Public 
Records Act process with the City Attorney, understanding the impact of autonomous vehicles on 
the streets and people of Los Angeles with the Department of Transportation, and improving the 
customer services for technology to City employees. ITA is also making this an ongoing capability 
in partnership with the i-Team.

Lesson Learned: Angels Lab is an innovation accelerator that brings together people from across 
the City (inside and outside City Hall) to address tough issues that don't have a clear solution. The 
group can address process issues, workforce management, communications, policy, or technical 
aspects as needed. Participants in the program included the Controller, Deputy Mayors, new and 
seasoned employees, and civic leaders. It was resoundingly well received and is a much-needed 
service to find innovative, affordable solutions to intractable problems. Specific lessons included:

• Creating inter-departmental teams was critical to success and making solutions that would 
be implemented and fundable

• Bringing in 33% of participants that did not work for the City brought needed perspective
• Teams of more than 10 were harder to manage and led to less specific outcomes
• Getting away from the workplace was important for focused innovation
• Follow on and follow up are critical to actually building something useful beyond early 

prototypes
• Appointing two team leaders for each team was useful to ensure consistency, but an 

implementation leader or project manager should have also been appointed for the 
development

• Diversity of age, ethnicity, economics, and perspective led to stronger teams

Total Cost: $166,320 (The additional $6,320 was paid from existing Departmental accounts)
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Challenges
The IPC would like to note that while the Innovation Fund pilot period was a success, there were 
many challenges overcome during the pilot period.

Staff Support
Prior to April 2015, the Innovation Fund lacked dedicated staffing to assist in the launch, 
implementation, and organization of the fund. This created a lag in the process and was an extra 
burden on members of the IPC as well as CAO staff, who had to juggle their individual work 
responsibilities in addition to preparing documents and reports on behalf of the IPC pertaining to the 
Innovation Fund. The IPC is thrilled to have a permanent Project Coordinator assigned to work with 
it and manage the day-to-day operations to ensure the Innovation Fund process is running 
efficiently and effectively. The IPC would like to note that there is still a need for additional staffing. 
The IPC will soon open the Innovation Fund to Neighborhood Councils, allowing them to submit 
Innovation Fund ideas. The IPC anticipates an influx of submissions and will require additional staff 
support to maintain and improve the Innovation Fund process.

Ideas Need Vetting
The innovation Fund provides an opportunity for City employees to submit an idea, regardless of 
the amount of information available regarding the execution of the idea. The IPC does not want to 
discourage participation by requiring submitters provide information such as cost and metric 
projections, however, that information is welcome and encouraged. The result is a plethora of ideas 
that require research and analysis. The IPC and its support staff are required to exercise due 
diligence in identifying the true cost and implications of each viable submission, which can delay the 
process.

Responsiveness
In order to perform the extreme vetting, required in some cases, to transition a simple Innovation 
Fund submission into a viable pilot, the IPC and support staff must engage with City departments to 
gather information to determine if an Innovation Fund idea is cost effective and/or feasible. The IPC 
has often had difficulty soliciting feedback from departments pertaining to specific Innovation Fund 
items. This lack of response can delay the advancement of an Innovation Fund idea, to the dismay 
of the submitter and the IPC.

Reduction in Funding
The 2014-15 Adopted Budget authorized funding of $1.1 million in the General City Purposes 
budget to fund qualified innovative initiatives and proposals. Of that $1.1 million, $1,075,000 was 
designated for funding Innovation Fund ideas and $25,000 was designated for website support. 
During the 2014-15 Fiscal Year, the IPC recommended funding of $1,067,856 for Innovation Fund 
items. Of that, $717,856 of Innovation Fund monies were awarded to departments. At the end of the 
2014-15 Fiscal Year, the Innovation Fund had a balance of $357,144, however, $229,500 was 
allocated to pending submissions already recommended for funding by the Commission but not yet 
advanced to Council. Based on the information provided regarding the actual balance remaining, 
not the actual amount available, the Innovation Fund was allocated $900,000 for 2015-16. This 
reduction in funding meant the Innovation Fund would start 2015-16 with a starting balance of 
$927,644 (after accounting for $229,500 in pending Innovation Fund items and $100,000 in staff 
and administrative support cost). During the 2015-16 fiscal year, the IPC recommended funding ofOl00



$912,267. Council approved funding of $861,267 during that same year for Innovation Fund items, 
including $229,500 for items that had been approved by the IPC the previous fiscal year. As with 
the prior year, the Innovation Fund had remaining balance of $295,877, however, $280,000 was 
already allocated to pending Innovation Fund items. Based on this information, again only $900,000 
was authorized for the Innovation Fund. The Innovation Fund began 2016-17 with a balance of 
$1,195,877, however, $280,000 was allocated to Innovation Fund items previously recommended 
by the IPC in 2015-16 but not approved by Council until 2016-17. In addition, $100,000 was set 
aside for staff and administrative support fees which left the Innovation Fund with a starting balance 
of $815,877. These reductions in funding limit the IPC from the ability to fund more Innovation Fund 
items that can positively impact the City and its service delivery.

Website
For two years, the IPC has been working with the CAO and ITA to move the IPC website to the 
City's preferred Drupal platform. With this move, the IPC anticipated launching a new Innovation 
Fund submission management system that would improve how the IPC receives, evaluates, and 
manages Innovation Fund submissions. This system would also increase our ability to provide real
time updates on the Innovation Fund to applicants and stakeholders. It was anticipated that this 
change would take place by the first quarter of 2016. Due to setbacks, including the release and 
cancellation of a Request for Proposals soliciting a submission support system and the delay in the 
development and implementation of an in-house submission support system, the new website and 
support systems were not in place when the Innovation Fund pilot concluded. The IPC is currently 
working with ITA to modify the current system provided.
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Lessons Learned

Through facilitating the Innovation Fund pilot program, the IPC has learned a great deal about the 
City, its employees, its services, and how to better support and improve upon its current offerings. 
Some lessons learned are as follows:

Employee Engagement
The roll out of the Innovation Fund showcased the need for such a program, as employees have 
been highly invested and engaged since the Innovation Fund launched. Despite the fact that there 
has only been one initial outreach push for Innovation Fund submissions, the IPC continues to 
receive new submissions on a regular basis.

Cross Functionality
When reviewing Innovation Fund submissions, the IPC noticed a pattern of similar needs across 
departments as well as a lack of communication between departments. There were many times 
where one department has already implemented a program/technology/service similar to an 
Innovation Fund idea, but the submitter, and/or a separate department, is not aware that it already 
exists. The IPC would like to position itself to serve as an intermediary between departments to 
encourage dialogue between departments and minimize the potential redundancy in projects, 
processes, and procedures.

Common Themes
Seeing as the Innovation Fund was open to all City departments, the IPC was able to get a first
hand look at the needs within and outside of the City. Many common themes presented themselves 
through Innovation Fund submissions. Though these themes’ entire scope may be too large to fund 
through the Innovation Fund, gaining this knowledge presented the IPC an opportunity to make 
recommendations, backed with data, to City departments, City Council, and the Mayor, with the 
goal of creating a more efficient and sustainable workplace and city. Some of the themes identified 
through the Innovation Fund process are:

• Hardware upgrades
• Cleaning LA Streets
• Promoting Paper-free option
• Next Generation Workforce
• Energy Efficiency
• Discover LA
• Transparent Government
• Succession Planning and Training

Innovation Fund vs. Budget Request
Many Innovation Fund ideas are ideas that can, and perhaps should, be funded through the normal 
budget process. The IPC has struggled to make the determination as to which Innovation Fund 
submissions to recommend for funding and which Innovation Fund submissions to forward to the 
specific department, to be internally funded and implemented. The issue of whether ideas should be 
funded through the normal budget process or the Innovation Fund continues to arise. The IPC 
believes this is often due to the denial of the funding request through the budget process. The IPC
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continues to work on ways to support ideas that may not be suitable for funding through the 
Innovation Fund process but can championed through the normal budget process.

Innovation Fund Committee
When the IPC was first created, all Innovation Fund ideas were initially reviewed by the entire 
Commission. However, this process was found to be time-consuming and burdensome, as ideas 
often required a lot of research and vetting before they were suitable for funding. Later, the IPC 
created the Innovation Fund Committee to review and vet ideas before presentation to the full IPC. 
The creation of the Innovation Fund Committee completely transformed how the IPC reviewed and 
advanced Innovation Fund items for a funding recommendation vote. The Innovation Fund 
Committee streamlined the process, completely removing the submission review process.

Liaison Program
The IPC adopted a Commission Liaison program in order to better engage with City departments 
and general managers. Through this liaison program, Commissioners engage with their assigned 
City departments and discuss current and potential Innovation Fund ideas, performance 
management, and any departmental processes that the IPC can leverage its expertise regarding 
that may assist with service delivery, employee engagement, cost savings, and revenue generation. 
Commissioners are working to meet with their assigned departments and establish a regular 
cadence with each department’s general manager. The ultimate goal of this program is to build 
relationships between the Commission and departments in order to better address their needs as 
well as strengthen communication channels that are imperative to the Innovation Fund process.

Tracking and Retrieving Unspent Funds
Through trial and error, the IPC discovered that a more formalized process is needed to track 
Innovation Fund monies departments receive as well as identifying the proper procedures for 
retrieving unspent Innovation Fund monies. The IPC support staff is working closely with CAO and 
the City Attorney to formalize a process. The IPC has also realized that departments need to be 
notified upfront that they must come back to the Commission for an additional funding 
recommendation if the scope of the funded pilot is altered from the scope approved for funding. Any 
remaining funds will be swept back to the Innovation Fund account.
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What is Next?

Trainings and Workshops
The Innovation and Performance Commission would like to host trainings and workshops for City 
employees to nurture and foster an innovative work environment. In addition, the Commission would 
like to host Innovation Fund sessions with individual City Departments to familiarize employees with the 
Innovation Fund process and provide insight on how to develop ideas related and/or unrelated to their 
departments. These workshops would be facilitated by the Commission’s Project Coordinator and the 
Commission liaison for that department. The goal is to motivate and encourage more employees to 
utilize the Innovation Fund.

Innovation Fund Expansion to Neighborhood Councils
The Innovation and Performance Commission, in partnership with the Department of Neighborhood 
Empowerment, is working to allow members of City of Los Angeles Neighborhood Councils to submit 
ideas to the Innovation Fund. The Commission believes that Neighborhood Councils are a great 
resource for ideas that can help innovate City service delivery. The Commission plans to roll out its first 
wave of Innovation Fund marketing materials to Neighborhood Councils in July, allowing them to submit 
ideas shortly after.
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City of Los Angeles Innovation Fund 
3D Printer for Architectural Models
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Department of Public Works
Bureau of Engineering Architectural Division

□ Engineering Employs Multidisciplinary Professionals
■ Civil, Structural, Geotechnical, Electrical, Mechanical & 

Environmental Engineers, Architects, Landscape Architects, 
Drafting Technicians, Surveyors, Geographical Information 
Systems Specialists, Systems and Administrative Staff

□ Design, Construct and Renovate City Facilities & 
Infrastructure

■ Mobility Projects, Streets, Sewer, Storm Drain Systems, Right of 
Way Improvements, Sidewalks, Bridges & Maintenance Facilities

■ Recreation and Parks Facilities and Open Spaces
■ Library, Animal, Fire, Police Facilities
■ Neighborhood City Halls, Community Centers & City Offices
■ Provide services to developers



3D Printer Innovation Fund Idea
In 2013, Mark Nakata purchased a 3D printer as a 

hobby. He couldn't make use of it at home. He 
took it to work to show co-workers.

In late 2014, City's Innovation and Performance 
Management Commission invited City employees 
to submit "What If" ideas for innovation funding. 
Mark applied to request the purchase of a 3D 
Printer for Architectural Model Making.

In Spring 2015, City approved funding for $10,000.
In early 2016, Bureau of Engineering procured 3D 

Systems CubePro Trio 3D Printer. Karl Horst took 
leadership in implementing idea.



Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
for Architectural Design

Industry Awareness
■ Back in 2007, Bureau of Engineering Architectural Division 

made conscious decision to adopt BIM to stay competitive
with industry leading Architecture Engineering firms.

Software Acquisition
■ Choice of BIM software: Autodesk Revit. It allows us to 

design with both parametric 3D modeling and 2D drafting 
elements.
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BIM Benefits and Innovation Idea
BIM provides better communication & collaboration 
between design disciplines
Quicker design changes, visual presentation Client 
Departments, Community, City Agencies
Innovation Idea: Can we use the BIM Revit files 
with a 3D Printer to make architectural models?
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3D Printing Design How it Works
□ Designer prepares digital file of object to be 

printed. Staff used pre-existing BIM files.
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How the 3D Printing Process Works

• The 3D Systems CubePro Uses "Fused Filament Fabrication" i.e. heating and 
depositing spools of plastic and other materials layer by layer on an "XYZ 
plane to build physical model from a digital file.

• Machine needs to be calibrated and prepared for printing
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How 3D Printing Process Works 
Venice Beach Rose Avenue Restroom

• The completed model is removed from printer for post print processing
• Total build time took 35 hours for the building and 11 hours for each roof half
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Studio City 
Gymnasium Net Zero 
Energy Building
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Storm Drain Inlet Design
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3D Printing for Architectural Models
Conclusions

• Successes: The 3D Printer is being used as a tool for Architectural model 
making in our everyday design processes and staff are being more creative.

• Challenges: Technical issues with 3D printer such as print failures, printer 
performance, proprietary printer software and supplies, vendor issues.

• 3D Printing industry is in a state of flux.
• Negatives: Large firms such as 3D Systems and Stratasys are 

underperforming financially, the consumer 3D printing market failed
• Positives: New technologies and software advances; Expansion to other 

industries, such as aerospace, automotive, healthcare, and construction.
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1 Introduction to NG Brush Web Application

1.1 Introduction

NG Brush is the Los Angeles Fire Department's new Brush Management application. 
Implemented for the 2016 brush season, as a single portal of entry for property owners, 
the brush community and fire department personnel to interact and meet the needs and 
Concerns of the residents living in the brush zone.

The new application provides new custom online services to property owners in the brush 
zone and will improve the departments responsiveness and level of service to brush 
community. When fully implemented, NG Brush will be a part of the Fire Department's new 
Fire Prevention Management Portal and fully integrated with the City's MyLA311 Services 
platform.

The NG brush application is intended to be used in the following ways:

* Used by Fire Development Services staff (Internal Application)
• Used by Owners - Public Customers (Public-Facing Website)

The Web application link for Owners as well as Internal Users to access the NG Brush 
system is:

http://nebrush.lafd.org/.

This User Manual will focus on the features and functionality of the NG Brush 
Owners Portal - Public Facing website at http://ngbrush.lafd.org/.

http://nebrush.lafd.org/
http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


1.2 Objective

This NG Brush Owner Portal User Manual is intended to be a reference guide for 
Brush internal staff, in order to understand all website features and functions, so 
they can better assist public customers when required.

1.3 Features

NG Brush is a web-based software application - this means you can access the 
system from any computer or laptop, as long as you have an internet connection 
and a standard web browser.

✓ Supported Internet Web Browsers:

Internet Explorer® version 10.0 and higher
Google Chrome® version 40.0 and higher
Apple Safari® version 7.0 and higher (public website only)

NG Brush External Website is also accessible from mobile devices, which allows 
customers to access the site and submit requests from any mobile phone or tablet.

S Supported Mobile Devices:

-Apple iPhone® 5 and higher 
-iPad® 2 and higher 
-Samsung Galaxy Smartphones

In the NG Brush Owners portal, customers have the ability to:

1. Opt-out Property
2. Create Profile
3. View Main Dashboard



1 Opt -Out Property

Please perform following steps to Opt-out Property from Owner portal:

> Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

> Click on Register button under First time register now

> Enter APN Number and PIN Number

> Click on Register button

^LOSANGELfcS

FIRE DEPARTMENT

911

©

Check Property Status
First Time User Register Now

APN Number
LOOKUP

PiN Nt#nber

da*REGISTER
pat

p ouarvttiiA# n

> Upon successful login, you will be redirected to the Opt-out page.

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/
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> Enter Your Name in the Text box given in Blue section.

> Enter Your Email -id in the Text box.

> User will see Acknowledgment Check box by default selected.

> Click on Confirm button.

> On successful submitting Opt-out Affidavit user will get email on the mentioned 
email address for successful submitted affidavit.

> User will get pop-up to create profile with successful Opt-out message.

1^’ 'J ■ I r *1
Confirmation ft

Congratulations
You have successfully opted out 
You? confirmation # is; 88602450

Create a profile for the following 
online benefits:
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2 Create Profile Page

> Click on Print button to take print out of Opt-out Confirmation page.

> User will see APN, Name and Email id Pre-filled on create profile pop-up.

> Enter valid Password.

> Enter Verify password same as Password.

> Enter 10 digit Mobile number.

© LOS ANGLLtS nil
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> Click on Submit button.

> On Submitting information user will get successful profile pop-up.

> Clicking on Yes button on pop-up user will redirected to Main Dashboard Page.
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3.Main Dashboard

> User will able to Successful Submitted Affidavit message below Header in 
yellow color with Hamburger menu

> On clicking Hamburger menu user will able to see following option:

S Inspection Details

S Violation Details

S Violations Images

S Notices

On clicking Inspection Details user can see inspection details of the property.>

> On clicking Violation Details user can see Violation details of the property.

> On clicking Violation Images user can see Violation Images of the property.

> On clicking Notice user can see F-1308 and F-1307 Notices of the property.
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> On clicking LAFDBrush@lacity.org email under Report a Hazard section will 
open outlook from where user can send email to LAFD brush department.

> Clearance Requirements Image is given with annotated bullets with 
descriptions.

> On clicking Logout button on header user will get confirmation pop-up to 
Logout.

> On clicking Yes user will Logout and redirect to Registration page.

mailto:LAFDBrush@lacity.org


4 APN Processing Page 

Please perform following steps to go to APN Processing Page:

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

«tj

Check Property Status

JEAtwAPN

LOOKUP

Ptuwutl M
SUBMIT

u

to.'

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.
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http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


5. Enter APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.
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7. User will able to see Status of the APN below the header.

8. User should able to see Hamburger menu above the MAP on APN Processing page
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4.1 Parcel Information

User will able to see Parcel Information section with detail information regarding the 
Property.

Parcel Information

APN : SVcSELL PIN 995908IS1

AREA tC-S; m.M A Bureau .

NA □ 0.4VHPKS2. : Yes Land Value:

Division : HA District/Fire Station: 64
5S7? teED?NA rd lc 
ANGELES CA913&4

Bataiiion: NA Address :

4.2 Ownership Information

User will able to see Ownership Information section with detail information about 
property owner.

Ownership Information

A*8davK Apfuvvsd :Nc

hcUce Date:

Name : GASPER ASHLEY J

Supplement Address :ko March t 20 C

Address April LL 2016Due Date:

Co-CMifrehip; Received Cm :Hi A

PrivateUndetivertf&le Kail: No Owner type;

4.3 Call Log

User will able to see Call Log section with all call log information for the APN.



Call Log

Show v entries Search:

Issue
Type

Assignee Reporter Description CreatedOnTitle Date Due

10/4-7016
10/4/2016 
3:6k 4/ Ai-

NGB.V436/ NG B/.lSt. 
Clearance Program

Paul AMinor
AM

vho*hr to .c ' ernries

4,4 Upload Document

1. User will see upload document section with functionality to upload documents.

Upload Document

fir Browse

Upload

1 S'/t'i'C k;ID fsiici.VvT

File Wan»b

\ 11- iim t • ailfebb « table-

•I,-;. .«?

2. To upload document perform following steps:

> Click on Browse button

> Select File from local system

> Click on Open button on Window pop-up

> Click on Upload button



3. User will able to upload file in the portal.

4.5 Inspection Information

1. User will able to see Inspection Information section with all inspection details 
Performed Year wise.

Inspection Information 2016 2015 2014 2013

Rb-pu prison Qkj LKy Irwwfcl Intptchon War* Camptete I m poo toonInspector)

Inspector
Date:
Comments: 
in Compliance?: 
Violation Details: 
In Compliance

Christopher pohl 
6/16/2016

EiaCr.E No:
T'.mi 6 15 AM

Yes

D¥

2. User will see Initial Inspection tab Pre-Selected with all Initial inspection Information 
done by Inspector.

3. Click on Re-Inspection tab, User will see Re-Inspection Information done by Inspector.

4. Click on Bid Day Initial inspection, User will see Bid Day Initial inspection Information 
done by Inspector.

5. Click on Work Complete Inspection, User will see Work Completion Information 
details.

4.6 MAP

*

A ■m



1. Click on "+" and tt ft to Zoom in and Zoom out of the MAP.

2, User will see APN boundary for the Property in Yellow color.

4.7 Contact Information

User will see All the Contact Information details under Contact Information section.

Contact Information

T'Af?A; iANIMANSOUa AND VWS ) 
20481 CO JlSON ST 
WOOD. AND HU LS CA 9136/

r.iANCO-j.T f-ARAHANI < NG B-’is1) j 
nOf'17 CAklFA ST .
WOODLAND HILLS CA91367-i’30c-

4.8 Inspections

User will see all Inspection details performed by Inspector for the APN.

Inspections

Search:Shaw » entries

Violation
Added

Violation
Modified

Violation
Cleared

Inspecilsr
Type

Inspector
Name

Inspector Date Status

6:22.-2016 4:57:C2 Heroen
fieridxk

BCUPass c 0 0
F ;

":e.:cus Ne-£r ' f ’ o' i entries

:



4 .9 Violations

User wiil see all Violations raised by Inspector against property.

Violations

Show 5 ? entries Search'

Volution Name Date Added Added By Date Cleared Cleared By

Brush 6/15/2016 10:22:20 AM Matthew Stevens

Roadside 6/15*2016 10:23:10 AM Matthew Stevens

WestShowing 1 lo 2 of7 entries

4.10 Violation Comments

l.User will see all violation comments added by Inspector at the time of Inspection.

Violation Comments

ahC\, » tii.rtei£ SSlUSLi-

CreatedViolations Comments Created On ActionBy

....C' -es i.
iRoadside September 7 201S. Hazards stat abated CS.'dr/2C'16 Edit

Or, September ? 2016 t»pcr» reinspeeticr s was 
»t;rtd ttsatthe brush are hazards had not been 
abated. Clear a!! native brush veess. grass, trees 
landscape ornew.ersat arc hazardous vegetation 

stun 203 feet c-f ell structures whether those 
structures are on your property or eifoining 
properties. Megetation shali be cut to a height r.o 
tsder thar. 3 inches tfyeu have any questions pleas* 
contact me Celeste K® at £ 1E-77E-4S35 Or 
celeste hii!f:|“;acHyorg

Celeste
t &

rsrijsh OS.-07/2Q16 Edit

to ; of 2 envies KsxlShe - |:-C Previo..'!



2. To Edit comment Click on Edit button.

3. User will get pop-up to update comment

4. Enter Comment

5. Click on Update button

Edit Inspection Comment

Comment' Sejv.etnijPf 7 infc not abatedit> H

A

UpdateC.ancei

6. User will able to update comment Successfully.

:



5 Hamburger Menu On APN Processing page

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.
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5.1 General Hamburger Menu Options

Following are the Default options in Hamburger menu present in Ail APN Processing 
page:

> Mark Owner Type-Govt/Private

> Call Log

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.1.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

To mark property as Owner type - Govt/Private perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Mark Owner type - Govt/Private

Mark Owner lyoe - C->ov ivate
§Cat! Log

IGenerate F-i3C7 Notice

Ado i.‘>uppt*en inf ai Address

B! *Adel Co •Oyrrtei

k U; iliverable Mail
A M

3. On Successful clicking Mark Owner type user will get pop-up to mark 
Owner type.

Mark Owner Type - Govt / Pnvate

Property Owner3 4 Sato;

Own%t Type

Cancel



4. Select Property Owner from Drop down.

5. Select Owner Type radio button.

6. Click on Submit button

7. On Successful clicking on Submit button, User will able to Submit Owner type 
and User can able to see Owner type in Ownership Information section.

5.1.2 Call Log

To insert Call log details perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Call Log

Mark Owner Type - Govt / Private ■Call Log

Generate M307 Notice IAdd Supplemental Address 

Inactivate APN rI «kAdd Co-Owner

l Mark Undeliverabie Mail
1

3. On Successful clicking Call log user will get pop-up to insert call log details.



Caff Log

T«l« !« 3E 143£fl NG Grukh Gtrarancr* Program

CommenC Type
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Assigns®

Report*! rgt be b
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4. Select Comment type

5. Select Issue type

6. Select Assignee

7. Enter Description

8. Click on Submit button

9. On Successful Submitting the Call log details, User will able to submit the Call log 
details and User will see all submitted detail in Call log section in APN processing 
page.

5.1.3 Add Supplemental Address

To Add Supplemental address for the APN perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Add Supplemental address



Mark Owner l\ ps - Govt / Private

B\ Call Log

IGenerate F-1307 Notice

Arid Supplemental Address

Inactivate APN

bArid Co-Gwrter

Mark U.ndeliveraDle Mail»£l Jt
3. On Successful Clicking Add Supplemental address, User will get pop-up to add 

Supplemental address.

Add Supplemental Address

APN:2172032051

First Nairn)r Last Name'

Contact Typ* Phone

Strftrt Address *

State*City *

ForeignZip'

Cancef Submit

4. Enter First name

5. Enter Last name

6. Select Contact Type

7. Enter Street Address



8. Enter City

9. Enter State

10. Enter Zip

11. Click on Submit button

12. On Successful Submitting the Supplemental address details, User will able to 
see Supplemental address details in Contact Information section in APN 
Processing page.

5.1.4 Inactive APN

To Inactive APN perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Inactive APN

n Tv'cas - Govt i Private•Marl: O- ■CdI! Log

IGenerate F -1307 Notic &

Ada Supplemental Address'

ftI
tvciv Si'S; r\T

*Ac-d Ca~Q ?,ver

Mark Unoeliv arable Mail
m

3. On Successful Clicking Inactive APN, User will get pop-up to Inactive APN.



inactivate APN

Are you sure you want to Inactivate this APN(21$102203£) ?

Reason

Cancel Confirm

1
«tpt#

Dt toft

4. Enter Reason

5. Click on Confirm button

6. On Successful Submitting the Inactive APN, User will not able to see APN in the 
portal.

5.1.5 Add Co-Owner

To Add Co-Owner for the APN perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Add Co-Owner

Mark Owner Type - Govt / Private 

Cali Lon

Generate F-13Q7 Notice

B
VAdd Supplemental Address

K Inactivate APN *3
*Ada Co-0-*vner

H
‘ark Undeliverable MailIV

3. On Successful Clicking Add Co-Owner, User will get pop-up to add Co-Owner.



Add Co-uwr?r

APN; 2151022038
i

First Name' Last Name*

Contact Type Ffvj'v

Street Address*
LaliX %1»'.

City* State *r ii4‘nftf It-

»p‘ividre*. FarMgn

Canid Submit

4. Enter First name

5. Enter Last name

6. Select Contact Type

7. Enter Street Address

8. Enter City

9. Enter State

10. Enter Zip

11. Click on Submit button

12. On Successful Submitting the Co-Owner details, User will able to see 
Co-Owner details in Contact Information section in APN Processing page.

5.1.6 Mark Undeliverable Mail

To Mark Undeliverable APN perform following steps:



1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Mark Undeiiverable Mail

Mark Owner Type - Govt / Private 

Call Log

Generate F-13C7 Notice

■
IAdd Supplemental Address

ft
Inactivate APH

I bAdd Co-Oivner

Mark Undeiiverable Mail

3. On Successful Clicking Mark Undeliverable Mail, User wilt get pop-up to add 
Supplemental address.

Mark Undeiiverable Mail

20*13 RHODA ST WOODLAMD HILLS CA 91337-5322

Cancel Confirm

4. Select Address Check box

5. Click on Confirm button

6. On Clicking Confirm button, User will able to Mark Undeiiverable as "Yes" in 
Ownership Information section.

Hamburger Menu Options - Opt-out Notice Mailed Status APN5.2



Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Opt-out Notice Mailed Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Opt-out Notice Mailed 
status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5,2,1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

S.2.2 Cali Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5,1.2

5.2.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.2.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


5.2.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.2.6 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.3 Hamburger Menu Options Opt-out Approved Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Opt-out Notice Approved Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Opt-out Notice Approved 
status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5.3.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


5.3.2 Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.3.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.3.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5,3.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5,3.6 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5,4 Hamburger Menu Options - Sweep Pass Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Sweep Pass Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Sweep Pass status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5.4.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.4.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.4.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.4.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.4.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.4.6 Mark Undeiiverable Mall

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.5 Hamburger Menu Options - Sweep Fail Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Sweep Fail Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Sweep Fail status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5,5,1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.5.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.5.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.5.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.5.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.5.6 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.6 Hamburger Menu Options - In compliance Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.



1. Open NG brush porta! with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter In compliance Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for In compliance status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Generate F-1307 Notice

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5.6,1 Mark Owner Type Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.6.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.6.3 Generate F-1307 Notice

To Generate F-1307 Notice perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Generate F-1307 Notice

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/
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3.On Successful Clicking Generate F-1307 Notice, User will get pop-up to 
generate F-1307Notice
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4. Select Recipient(s) of the notice

5. Click on Submit button

6. On clicking Submit button, User will see F-1307 Notice generated in the pop-up.
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5,6.4 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.6,5 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.6.6 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.6.7 Mark Undeiiverable Mall

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.7 Hamburger Menu Options - Non compliance Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Non compliance Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Non compliance status 
APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

V Cali Log

> Generate F-1308 Notice

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

)r Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5.7.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.7.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

£.7.3 Generate F-1308 Notice

To Generate F-1308 Notice perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu



2. Click on Generate F-1308 Notice

CaN Log
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Generate F-1308 Notice
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Inactivate APN
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3. On Successful Clicking Generate F-1307 Notice, User will get pop-up to generate 
F-1308 Notice
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4. Select Recipient (s) of the notice

5. Select Mail Date

6. Click on Preview

7. On clicking Preview button, User will able to see Preview of F-1308 Notice

8. On Clicking Submit button, User will generate F-1308 Notice in the pop-up.
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9. Click on OK button to close pop-up.

5.7.4 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.7.5 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.7.6 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.7.7 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

I



S.8 Hamburger Menu Options - F-1307 Mailed Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter F-1307 Mailed Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN,

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for F-1307 Mailed status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Regenerate F-1307 Notice

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5.8,1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.8,2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.8.3 Regenerate F-1307 Notice

To Generate F-1307 Notice perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


2. Click on Regenerate F-1307 Notice
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3. On Successful Clicking Regenerate F-1307 Notice, User will get pop-up to 
generate F-1307Notice
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4. Select Recipient(s) of the notice

5. Click on Submit button

6. On clicking Submit button, User will see F-1307 Notice generated in the pop-up.
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5,8.4 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.8.5 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.8.6 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.8,7 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6



5.9 Hamburger Menu Options - F-1307 Mailed Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open N6 brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter F-1308 Mailed Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for F-1308 Mailed status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Cali Log

> Regenerate F-1308 Notice

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeiiverable Mail

5.9=1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.9.2 Call Leg

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5,9.3 Regenerate F-1308 Notice

To Regenerate F-1308 Notice perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


2. Click on Regenerate F-1308 Notice

Mark Owner Ty pe - Govt / Private 

Call Log

Regenerate F-1308 Notice 

Add Supplemental Address 

Inactivate APN
f1

Add Co-Owner II Mark Undeiiverable Mail

3. On Successful Clicking Regenerate F-1308 Notice, User will get pop-up to 
generate F-1308 Notice.

1Regenerate F-130B Notice
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4. Select Recipient (s) of the notice

5. Select Mail Date

6. Click on Preview

7. On clicking Preview button, User will able to see Preview of F-1308 Notice

8. On Clicking Submit button, User will generate F-1308 Notice in the pop-up.

9. Click on OK button to close pop-up.
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5.9.4 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.9.5 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.9.6 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.9.7 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6



5.10 Hamburger Menu Options - Re-Inspection due Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Re-inspection due Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Re-Inspection due status 
APN:

> Mark Owner Type-Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.10.1 Mark Owner Type »Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.10.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

S.10.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


5.10.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.10.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.10.6 Mark Undeliverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.21 Hamburger Menu Options - Re-Inspection Failed Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Re-Inspection Failed Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Re-Inspection Failed 
status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Generate F-1308 Second Notice

Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.11.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.11.2 Cali Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.11.3 Generate F-13G8 Second Notice

To Generate F-1308 Second Notice perform following steps:

1. Click on Hamburger menu

2. Click on Generate F-1308 Second Notice

Cali Log

Mart; Owner Type - Govt / Private 

Add Supplemental Address 

Generate F-1306 Second Notice

a

Inactivate APN

Add Co-Owner

L
Mark UncfeJivsrabiB Msi!

3. On Successful Clicking Generate F-1308 Second Notice, User will get pop-up 
to generate F-1308 Second Notice.
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5.11.4 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.11.5 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.11.6 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.11.7 Mark Undeliverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.12 Hamburger Menu Options - 2nd Notice Mailed Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter 2nd Notice Mailed Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for 2nd Notice Mailed 
status APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.12.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.12,2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.12,3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.12.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.12.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5,12.6 Mark Undeliverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.13 Hamburger Menu Options ■ Red Notice Posted Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Red Notice Posted Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Red Notice Posted status 
APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Generate F-1308 Second Notice

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.13.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.13.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

S.13,3 Generate F-1308 Second Notice

For details instruction please refer point number 5.11.3

5.13.4 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.13.5 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5,13.6 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.13.7 Mark Undeliverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6



5.14 Hamburger Menu Options - Ready For Packaging Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Ready For Packaging Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Ready For Packaging 
status APN:

V Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.14.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.14.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.14.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


5.15,4- inacti ve APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.55,5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5,15.6 Mark Undeliverabie Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.16 Hamburger Menu Options - Package Prepared Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Package Prepared Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Package Prepared status 
APN:

> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.16.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.16.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.16.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.16,4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5.16.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.16,6 Mark Undeiiverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6

5.17 Hamburger Menu Options - Bid Awarded Status APN

Please Perform following steps to see Hamburger menu Features.

1. Open NG brush portal with the URL (http://ngbrush.lafd.org/).

2. Enter Username and Password of BCU Inspector under Login.

3. Click on Submit button.

4. Upon successful login, User will be redirected to the BCU Inspector Dashboard.

5. Enter Bid Awarded Status APN in search box and Click on Search button

6. User will redirected to APN Processing page of that APN.

7. Click on Hamburger menu Above the Map.

Following are the options present in Hamburger menu for Bid awarded status APN:

http://ngbrush.lafd.org/


> Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

> Call Log

> Add Supplemental Address

> Inactive APN

> Add Co-Owner

> Mark Undeliverable Mail

5.17.1 Mark Owner Type - Govt/Private

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.1

5.17.2 Call Log

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.2

5.17.3 Add Supplemental Address

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.3

5.17.4 Inactive APN

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.4

5,17.5 Add Co-owner

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.5

5.17.6 Mark Undeliverable Mail

For details instruction please refer point number 5.1.6
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The Los Angeles Mayor's Innovation Team is 
collaborating with various city agencies to 
address the topic of inclusive neighborhood 
revitalization, with a focus on: minimizing illegal 
rent increases and evictions; building the supply 
of secondary housing units; supporting small 
businesses to thrive in changing economies; and 
fostering neighbor-to-neighbor interactions that 
are the backbone to maintaining a sense of 
community across the city's neighborhoods.

#DesignOurLAIn October 2015, the City of Los Angeles invited 
the human-centered design firm IDEO to host a 
"design sprint" - a series of four half day 
workshops - with a diverse group of city and 
community partners. Together, the teams worked 
to advance the conversation, brainstorm, design 
and create prototype solutions designed to 
address needs and opportunities identified by 
the team in the areas of focus.

This collaboration was made possible by a grant from the city's 
Innovation & Performance Commission.



WORKSHOP SESSIONS

How might we...

1. Improve the Customer Service
experience with the Office of Finance



THE CHALLENGE

The Office of Finance is challenged 
with the delivery of consistently 

excellent customer service, 
particularly given a seasonal 

service demand cycle.
i

How might we improve this 
process by better understanding 

and addressing the needs of small 
business owners?
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Develop Prototypes of Ideas
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A Customer Journey Map documents the touchpoints a customer has with an agency. 
By understanding the different ways that people interact with the Office of Finance, the 

team was able to identify areas where the user experience might be improved.
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The Key Opportunities Identified:

Make it easier for small businesses to understand 
and comply with the business licensing and tax 
process

Make it easier for small businesses to navigate the 
entirety of requirements they face, including those 
from local, county, state and federal agencies

Better communicate recurring timelines/deadlines 
to small business owners (e.g., when to pay taxes)

Better communicate the value to customers - 
Where do the taxes go? Why is it important to be 
licensed?

Empower staff to be more flexible to "get to yes



How might we better 
support small 
businesses to access 
available resources?

- ORganized by categoRies 

to stoiRt, mana ge, and 
gRow youR business

- Navigational elides tor 
city and county 
RequiRements

- Tips and tools

- MythbusteRG

- NetwoRking oppcRtunlties

- Success stoRies

- Events

- IndustRy seaRch

- PiRectoRy of ResouRces

- Access to oniine chat 

and a business concieRge 
to pRovide diRect suppoRt

The Concept

A one-stop shop online portal 
for small businesses - the 
"Office of Business" - branded 
to reaffirm the message that the 
City of Los Angeles loves small 
businesses.



How might we guide businesses 
through essential but infrequent 
interactions with the city, and 
help ensure that those 
interactions are positive?

The Concept

"Turbo Tax" for small 
businesses: an easy navigational 
tool that steps small business 
owners in Los Angeles through 
their requirements and answers 
basic but vital questions.



How might we help 
small business owners 
know when taxes are 
due and provide them 
with an easy tool to 
pay?

Verify
Payment
Amount

Enter
R i sin c*c.■■ _.JU.i' K

nd!
ID

□ □□ □ □□ 
□ □□

□ □□ 
□ □□ 
□ □□

□ □
□ □

The Concept

Simple "pay your business tax 
smart phone app with alerts for 
when taxes are a due and a 
straightforward, three-step 
payment process.

//

Since business taxes are only paid 
once a year, it's easy to forget 
when to pay them. As a result, 
businesses run the risk of late fees 
and the customer service center is 
often burdened during tax 
season.



Next Steps It'd, be crazy if we didn’t...

■ Leverage collaborations 
to continue to improve 
the business license/tax 
process.

•Provide visible value to our city 
businesses”

Have bvsi'ness groups talk to the 
service providers

Update the uay the city 
interfaces with srAall businesses ana 
expand the services we provide

“Inventor) our touchpoints and 
value-adds for businesses"

■ Work with the Office of 
Finance and others to 
determine if the concept 
of a "one stop shop" for 
businesses will 
move forward as 
a formal i-team 
initiative

/

Capitalize on 1 his opporfun'ty to 
reimagine the Office of Finance

Build upon today”
\

■
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With thanks to our 
participants:

Office of Finance 
Sandra Ocon 

Saul Romo 
Carl Sampson 
Cindy Serrano i !

dInformation Technology Agency 
Sylvia Bergstrom 

Joyce Edson 
Ted Ross
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Cynthia Weichelt

Mayor's Office 
Frank Aguirre 
Dan Caroselli 

Armando Nunez 
Helen Rigg 

Miguel Sangalang 
Matt Szabo
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WORKSHOP SESSIONS

How might we • • •

2. Develop a technical assistance
program to support small businesses



THE CHALLENGE iring and 
waging staff Licenses, pei 

and taxeSmall business owners face 
many pressures, including rising 
rents and a changing customer 
base. Many do not have easy 

access to resources, available or 
desired, to help them start, grow

and thrive.
I Networkin'

opportune
-ease renewals

THE AGENDA
ce

• Interviews with small business 
owners to assess needs

• Develop prototypes 
supportive of those needs

Marke
bra



What we heard: small business owner needs

The city is doing a good job of branding 
Los Angeles, but could do a better job of 
amplifying a culture of small business and 
highlighting and developing neighborhood 
identities (e.g., Silicon Beach)

Marketing and branding —

Market intel 
Store/office improvements 

Negotiating leases/lease renewals 
Website and social media 

Hiring and managing staff — 
Free legal advice 

Adding new products or services 
Finding commercial/retail space 

Networking opportunities — 
Developing a business growth plan

Access to capital 

Licenses, permits and taxes — 
Finding wholesalers and suppliers 
Accounting and revenue tracking

There could be a more deliberate 
connection between small businesses and 
higher education institutions- it is difficult 
to find the top talent

Industry-specific networking is a valuable 
resource, but there aren't enough events

Small businesses face many challenges 
with understanding and navigating the 
city's permitting requirements



How might we create a 
pool of talent that's 
accessible to small 
businesses?

Other ideas explored:
• Curated small business training 

on YouTube
• Subsidized city talent training 

program
• Utilize retirees to provide 

strategic support
• Design college assignments 

around small business needs
• Better utilize TaskRabbit to meet 

small business owner needs
• Headhunting for entry level 

positions
• A job board for local businesses
• City summer job program
• Prizes for volunteering for small 

businesses
• Tax incentives to hire from a 

sector of under-represented 
populations

The Concept

A graphics-heavy website that 
enables small business owners 
to easily articulate their needs, 
market their business in a way 
that attracts talent, and 
interview candidates - whether 
for small, one-off tasks, contract 
jobs or full time employment



How might we 
highlight and attract 
more customers to 
small businesses?

i
■j *

The Concept

A platform for small businesses 
to provide detailed information 
about their company, services 
and products, and direct 
potential customers to local 
businesses in a neighborhood



How might we celebrate 
small business' 
contributions to the city 
while also providing them 
with resources to ensure 
their future success?

The Keu Components

Funded to a level to be the 
small/midsize business event of the 
year, including:
- Resource tables
- Wetworking
- Consulting
- Workshops
- Opportunities to work or partner 

with other LA companies
- Televised awards for set level 

achievements
- City departments and services
- Weighborhood tables
- Weighborhood guides

The Concept

A three day conference, festival 
and awards show highlighting 
the best of Los Angeles' small 
businesses



Next Steps

/<?£•

ckjet^+stT

■ Incorporate key 
components from the 
brainstorming sessions and 
prototypes into a small 
business development 
program that provides a 
series of tailored resources 
to help small business grow 
and thrive

\
■ Maintain connections with 

stakeholders from the event 
as a resource to test and 
refine ideas further

\
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With thanks to our 
participants:

XU
1Economic and Workforce Development 

Meg Barclay

IIIMayor's Office 
Frank Aguirre 
Lilly O'Brien
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Community Partners 
Daniel Rizik-Baer, LA Food Policy Council 

Mark Vallianatos, Occidental College 
Charles Hirschhorn, LA Partners 

Christopher Goett, California Community Fdtn 
Sherri Franklin, Urban Design Center 

Warren Cooley, VEDC 
Jose Rodriguez, TELACU 

Victor Parker, Small Business Association
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■ ■-ISmall Business Owners 
Natasha Case, Coolhaus 

Swire Ho, Garuda Promo Branding 
Robert Keirstead, 26th Street Auto 

Ariella Lehrer, Legacy Games
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WORKSHOP SESSIONS

How might we • • •

Raise awareness of the Rent 
Stabilization Ordinance

3.



THE CHALLENGE

The Rent Stabilization Ordinance 
(RSO) provides vital protections 
to renters in Los Angeles and 

limits reasons for evictions and 
rent increases. However, 

awareness of the RSO remains 
low across the City.

.
THE AGENDA

.?

• Redesign the RSO Notice
• Create Low Res Prototypes of 

Outreach Materials /

A £ h



How might we redesign the RSO notices that 
landlords must post in their property to convey key

messages in a compelling way?

ill h

TENANTS: You are hereby notified that this building is subject to the Los An
geles Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO), LAMC Chapter XV.

TTTT Hm i i J
4 i

The RSO regulates rent Increases:
• Landlords may only collect rents of units registered with the Los AageksHousing ^CommunityInvestment Department (HC1DIA).
• Generally, a landlord may not raise the rent in excess of the annual allowable rent increase unless otherwise permitted 

by HCLDLAoiVne Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC).
• A reduction in sendees may also constitute an unlawful rent increase.

Ute-BSQ limits the reasons for tenant masUssjadsteifc
• The landlord may to# required to pay relocation assistance for certain evictions.
• Foreclosure or sale of a property is net an allowable reason of eviction.

All rental properties in the City of Los Angeles must meet the minimum habitability requirements set forth in the Building 
Code and the California Health and Safety Code.
For further information, or to file a complaint please contact HOD LA's Hotline at 213-808-8888 or log on to:



Rewriting the notice to use more recognizable language • • •

The RSO regulates rent increases:
• Landlords may only collect rents of units registered with the 

Los Angeles Housing + Community Investment 

Department (HCIDLA)

• Generally, a landlord may not raise the rent in excess of the 

annual allowable rent increase unless otherwise permitted 

by HCIDLA or the Los Angeles Municipal Code

• A reduction in services may also constitute an unlawful rent 

increase

What is the RSO?....
You are covered by the RSO if...

k Your rent may not increase by more 
than 3% each year, with some 
exceptions.

k If you used to receive free parking or 
other utilities as part of your rent, but 
no longer do, that may be considered 
an illegal rent increase.

Your landlord may need to pay some 
of your moving expenses for certain 
evictions.

You cannot be evicted or have your 
rent increased because your landlord 
went through a foreclosure or sold 
the property.

Pipes broken or leaking? Electrical 
wiring exposed? Your landlord may be 
violating the law. Know your riqhts - 
call 311.

The RSO limits the reasons for which a tenant may be evicted:
• The landlord may be required to pay relocation assistance 

for certain evictions

• Foreclosure or sale of a property is not an allowable reason 

of eviction

All rental properties in the City of Los Angeles must meet the 

minimum habitability requirements set forth in the Building 

Code and the California Health and Safety Code.



Children in grades 5 and 
under are most likely to give 
materials to their parents. 
However, parents receive a lot 
of information already.

How might we create 
informational handouts 
that also double as 
activities that the 
parents can do together 
with their children to 
broaden the likelihood 
that they will be 
brought home, read and 
used?

f 1
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The RSO Wizard
psoT^oww tt-WT

^lr $»««.> WO**1

„----_ /MgSO> I
p/wfm

An 8.5x11 handout with 
information about the RSO and 
inviting parents to an 
informational workshop

i

X--
ftfiS is ft nm

rfame
£>uiud parents

The handout also olds up into 
a wizard hat and is an 
interactive activity that the 
parents and children can work 
on together

i

r
IAUSI n/

Ca-tfiHb BooK

> 7^

>*■

The accompanying coloring 
book drives the message home

*
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The Director of the City's Rent 
Stabilization Division stressed 
that the complexities of RSO 
require engagement and 
repetition of core concepts.

How might we deliver 
complicated 
information in a high 
impact manner that 
resonates with renters?



An ongoing radio and printed ad PSA series, telenovela style, that 
outlines the trials, tribulations and victories that Casandra 

experiences as a renter in Los Angeles as a way to explain the RSO
in an engaging and memorable way.

Sample Plot Lines

Casandra has received a rent increase and files a complaint with the city, working 
through her concerns about possible retaliation from her landlord.

Casandra resolved the rent increase, but her boyfriend is evicted from his home as a 
result of the Ellis Act and they decide to use his relocation benefits to find a new 

place to live together. After moving in, he surprises her with a puppy that was not
part of the lease agreement.

Casandra and her boyfriend get married. They have a baby and fight another rent 
increase because of the additional inhabitant. They arm themselves with research 

on the RSO and resolve the situation with their landlord.

The roof starts leaking in the baby room and Casandra files a habitability complaint.
They decide to move out and buy their own home, and apply for down payment 

assistance from the City. They ultimately become landlords themselves, renting out
their backyard unit.



How might we raise awareness 
of the RSO in neighborhoods 
where evictions are high?

• Identify neighborhoods where people 
are moving out and create a theme that 
is localized to the neighborhood

• Use recognizable language
• Overlap outreach channels: radio, in 

person, online, mail
• Use the same content in social media: 

Instagram, Twitter, Facebook
• Use a special phone number, web link or 

hashtag for outreach in one 
neighborhood to test its efficacy

• Provide mechanisms for feedback on 
the services provided

• Utilize 3rd party capacity to help spread 
the word
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Proposed Next Steps for 
Prototypes

■ RSO Wizard Hat: Pilot materials 
in 2-3 schools in neighborhoods 
with a high concentration of 
RSO properties. If 4 k-e eraif w-e cM^ {■ • • •

■ PSA Telenovela: Host a 
"design-a-thon" with writers 
and designers to create story 
arcs, scripts and outreach 
materials.

Crzafa h({a^ s hols <xv\\ fwore — 

hrgjihc( in farh^rshp

■ Bus Ads: Test the ads on 3-5 
local bus stops. If successful, 
roll out to DASH buses.



With thanks to our 
participants:

City of Los Angeles Housing and 
Community Investment Department 

Marcella DeShurley 
Patricia Gurrola 
Malika Ibrahim 
Cynthia Landis 
Anna Ortega 

Elva Valdovinos ■i

Community Partners
Michelle Alferes, LA Unified School District 

Yvonne Calderon, AAGLA 
Joe Donlin, Strategic Actions for a Just Economy 

Isela Gracian, ELACC
Larry Gross, Coalition for Economic Survival 

Luis Gutierrez, LURN 
Linda Kite, Healthy Homes Collaborative 

Helen Leung, LA Mas 
Karen Mack, LA Commons 

Thelmy Perez, LA Human Right to Housing
Collective
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WORKSHOP SESSIONS

How might we • • •

iprove the Customer Service 
;perience with the Office of Finance 
?velop a technical assistance 
support small businesses 

lise awareness of the Rent 
abilization Ordinance 

Engage and communicate with 
residents about the civic issues that 
matter to them

program

4.



r *WA "Science Fair" for 
neighborhood engagement

Hosted at the Los Angeles City College /I
♦How might we

• Better communicate with city 
residents?

• Facilitate neighbor-to- 
neighbor interactions?

• Better understand resident 
perceptions of local 
government?

• Understand resident priorities 
for the city and their 
neighborhood?

• • •
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When something important changes in how or when city 
services are provided • • •

How do you want to be informed and communicate with 
the city?

More than 75% of the 92 
respondents would like to 
communicate with city government 
in one of five ways: social media 
(26%); neighborhood meetings 
(20%); e-newsletter (16%); website 
(10%) and mail (8%).

TO

yard sign

•Ht Wbus stop s-newsletter

social
media

social
media

neighborhood
meeting

m
Least useful? Flyers, posters, yard 
signs, bus stops and pamphlets.

yard sign

wvbus stop e-newsletter



What are the most important issues in your neighborhood?

PUBLIC ARTP RKS AND 
PLAZAS

11%

STREET SCAPE
ANU MU ALS street sweeping, sidewalks, benches, 

landscaping, street lighting

7% 16%

SMALL BUSINE ^SSPUBLIC SAFETY LIBRARIES
support and preservation

17% 10% 11%

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

CITY PL i 
AND 6R0WTH Based on 389

routes and stops responses

16% 12%

8



DEAR LA, 
I OYOU 
BECAUSE • • •

Of the 
opportunities 
and a chance 
for a new 
beginning

I# o

S\\
XL <S»
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i 41-4 in
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%

According to 50% of 17 
responses
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%' ,1DEAR LA, 
WHAT I'M 
MOST 
WORRIED 
ABOUT IS

!»

At £

i
\'

•••

Safety (20%)

The environment (13%) 

Infrastructure and
buildings (13%) 

Poverty/displacement
(13%)

Based on 30 responses



DEAR LA,
MY BIGGEST WfSH FOR 

THE CITY IS.....

Less Crime
Help for the Disabled

Less Homelessness 
More Culture/Events

Fixed Potholes
More Neighborhood/Community

Neighborhood/Commimity 
Youth Engagement Less Traffic Diversity

Disaster Training

Affordable Housing

Free Wifi

Better Economy/More Jobs
A More Sustainable Environment

based on 27 responses



Mad Libs: "I would like to see more of
less of

and
f#

I - BiikesBikes

I - Free PerformancesFree Perf&miXKes

2 - RantsFkmts

2 - Traffk/Parfcimjf ReformTraftkjP’orkjng

2 - Youth Activitiestenth Aahetfm

I r,otefe/C©»'<j» 3 - Affordable Housing

3 - Jobs}obs

I • Local BusinessesStores 2 - Cham Stores

4 - Negative EmotionsDnotiottt 4 - Positive Emotions

IC - Homelessness 2 - SheltersHotvH*hsm-»ess

I - PovertyPoverty

2 - DisplacementDisplacement

3 - CrimeCnme

10 TrashSanitation

Based on 55 responses Less More



Mad Libs: My expectations of City Government • • •

I Would Go to City Hall To Advocate for my community
Meet dw muyor

I Would Run For Neighborhood Council If... They had.® youth seat
They listened to me 

I had time

My Expectation of City Government are Low

None

Not speaking to homeless, issues
I Would Volunteer For More Projects in My Neighborhood If. . I had * specific need

k. was child related 
i knew about them

The First Word I Think of When I Hear "City Government" Confusing
Is... ‘Greedy

Hdfaful^Sooti

I

l

2
I

I

I

I
4

l

I

I
Unknown

ineffective
I Care About Education

Hometessness

Pollution

2
4
l

I

I

Youth
Housing;

Jobs

Trsfvsponauon 

Arts and Cuhxtre 

C omrounhy-ortentied 

Opportunity ft>c>tsed 

Affordable housing focused 

Y outlrfoc used 

T ramparenVAccesuble 

Inter active/Effectivo'Colhborrtiwe

I

2
2
2
3

I Wish My Local Government Was More.. I

I

2
2
3Based on 53 responses

wm
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participants:
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The Department of Neighborhood Empowerment
*

The more than 300 residents who spent part of their 
day engaging with us

Mayor's Innovation Team + IDEO
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